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ABSTRACT
TECHNIQUES FOR INDUSTRIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EMERGING
SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES
FEBRUARY 2012
JAY T. BREINDEL, B.S., WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Ian Grosse and Professor Sundar Krishnamurty
Techniques for the industrial implementation of emerging semantic technologies
are presented in this research.

Every new design, project, and procedure within a

company generates a considerable amount of new information and important knowledge.
Furthermore, a tremendous amount of legacy knowledge already exists within companies
in electronic and non-electronic formats. All of this generated knowledge results in the
need for tools and techniques to represent, structure, and reuse this knowledge.
Researchers have spent considerable time and effort developing semantic knowledge
management systems, with anticipation that these tools will address these knowledge
management needs. However, little has been done to implement these systems within an
industrial setting.
In this thesis, we identify five main requirements for the development of an
industry-ready, semantic knowledge management system, and we discuss how each of
these requirements can be methodically addressed. The five requirements include the
incorporation of legacy information, the ease of new knowledge management software
adoption, the robustness of the software to support multiple file types and allow for the
sharing of information across platforms, the security of the stored information, and the
ease of use of the user interface. In collaboration with Raytheon, a defense and aerospace

v

systems company, we developed and demonstrated a novel approach for the successful
adoption of semantic abilities by a commercial company. Salient features of this work
include a new tool, the e-Design MemoExtractor Software Tool, custom designed to mine
and capture company information, a Raytheon-specific ontology extension to the eDesign Framework, and a novel semantic environment in the form of a customized
semantic media wiki SMW+.

The advantages of this approach and the associated

research issues are discussed in the context of the industrial case study with Raytheon.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Semantic knowledge frameworks have been researched with anticipation that they
will increase knowledge management capabilities with the use of classification
hierarchies and advanced content based searching [1-6]. Research at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst and the National Science Foundation Center for e-Design has
resulted in the e-Design Framework comprised of a suite of ontologies focused on
conceptual design, engineering analysis, optimization, and decision making.

This

ontological framework has the ability to enable the capturing and sharing of knowledge
associated with engineering design. While the development and potential advantages of
ontologies has been heavily studied, the implementation of semantic frameworks for
industry use has been limited.
Even with the large potential utility associated with ontologies, there has been a
lack of adoption of these semantic frameworks. This lack of adoption is especially
prevalent by groups, such as industry, which these techniques are most anticipated to
assist. The apparent lack of adoption seems to be a result of ontologies being too generic
and not being directly applicable to specific industry problems. To overcome this lack of
adoption, a general implementation approach is needed.

Requirements for an

implementation plan include the specification and application of an ontology to an
individual company and a specific problem. This research addresses this need for an
implementation plan, identifies requirements associated with the industrial integration of
semantic technologies, proposes an overall implementation approach and provides
methods to successfully address the identified requirements.
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1.1 Research Objective
The objective of this research was to provide a rationale for ontology-based
framework use within industry, identify the main obstacles involved with this adoption,
and develop a process to enable industrial implementation of semantic technologies.

1.2 Research Challenges
The vast majority of research revolved around ontology-based frameworks has
been focused on the potential benefits and development of the semantic systems
themselves. While the benefits have been shown time and time again, a gap has been left
between the demonstration of ontological abilities and the actual adoption of ontologies
by groups, especially industry, which semantic knowledge databases were developed to
assist.

There has been very limited research directed towards the explanation of

industry’s lack of semantic technique adoption.
This lack of related research left a major research challenge when developing a
plan for industrial adoption of semantic techniques and technologies. This challenge was
to identify the major reasons that have caused the limited implementation of ontologybased knowledge frameworks within industry. This challenge necessitated in depth
research along with cooperation from an industry member.

The cooperation of an

industry member allowed for the identification of specific obstacles that have led to the
lack of semantic technology implementation within that individual company. Further
research allowed our team to take into consideration any additional obstacles faced by
other industrial commercial processes.
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The second main challenge of this research was to find a real industry problem for
application our semantic techniques. Once again, this challenge required the cooperation
of an industry member. Not only did an industry member need to have a problem that
required the capabilities of semantic technologies, but it was also necessary that they be
willing to collaborate on specific parts of the project to ensure its full success. This
collaboration had been difficult in the past and was a clear challenge to the successful
completion of this project.
Further challenges will be specific to each individual case of implementation.
Due to this, an additional main challenge of this research was to provide as broad of a
plan as possible for the adoption of semantic technologies within industry. This general
plan was demonstrated through a specific case study example. A broad implementation
plan will allow for the customization to meet specific needs in future applications. It was
important to meet all of these challenges through the course of this project.

1.3 Research Approach
To overcome the challenges presented in Section 1.2, the overall research
approach was split into two distinct and important portions. They are as follows:
1) Identify the needs of industry and obstacles associated with semantic technology
implementation.
2) Develop a solution to a real industry problem utilizing our semantic techniques
and emerging semantic technologies.
This approach was expected to result in many key benefits, including several
important immediate benefits for our industry partner, Raytheon.

These immediate

benefits included improved organization of engineering knowledge and an intuitive,
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searchable knowledgebase of key engineering information. In addition, there will be
several potential long-term benefits, including the identification of an overall plan for
implementing ontology research into a commercial design process, a suite of example
methods to address the requirements of semantic framework implementation, and an
identified set of required resources associated with such implementation.

1.4 Scope
Managing the information for an entire company is a challenging and improbable
task. This research, instead, focused on providing a small case study on the industrial
adoption of semantic technologies and the ways these methods can be expanded to apply
to a larger group. Background on the semantic enhancement of a recently developed
knowledge management tool was concerned with one individual knowledge management
tool. Rather than apply our semantic techniques to the knowledge management system of
an entire company, the case study collaborated with an individual Raytheon department
within the mechanical engineering directorate.

1.5 Organization of Thesis
This introduction section provided details surrounding the research objective,
challenges, approach and scope of this project. Background information on the need for
advanced knowledge management and ontology development is provided in Chapter 2.
The literature review in Chapter 3 includes reviews and discussion on related research,
along with details on emerging semantic technologies. Finally, the conducted research,
structured in two research tasks, is provided in Chapter 4. A research summary and
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future work regarding this research are given in Chapters 5 and 6 of this document,
respectively.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

2.1 Need for Advanced Knowledge Management
Different applications have different motivation to move to advanced knowledge
management. Along with general reasons, this section will also focus on the motivation
from the field of finite element analysis and the standpoint of commercial business and
industry.

2.1.1 General Reasons
As technology has improved, the complexity of engineering design has drastically
increased. Advancements in technology have led to larger file storage capacities and
increased computing power. Increased computing power has enabled the successful
processing of larger and more complex simulations and analyses. Newer computing
systems have the ability to handle large simulations at much greater speeds.

The

significant amount of knowledge generated from these large simulations has resulted in
the need for advanced knowledge management techniques.
The ability to run larger and more complex analyses has also resulted from the
increase in storage capacity. Central servers have allowed the collection of many files in
one central database. As opposed to various storage closets and filing cabinets, papercopy documents can be scanned and stored in electronic form on a hard drive. Many
different types and various formats of information can be stored together in one universal
database. Organizing and structuring the various formats causes another need for the
utilization of emerging information technologies.
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Another positive result associated with advancements in technology is the
increased abilities for distributed design. Distributed design can be separated into two
categories. The first of these categories is geographically distributed design. These days,
collaborative efforts often include a team of individuals that are geographically dispersed.
Technology has made it possible to collaboratively design a product without an entire
team all being present in the same room, building, state, or even country. The ability to
capture and reuse knowledge to allow all collaborative team members the opportunity to
fully understand a project has become increasingly important.
The second type of distributed design is domain distributed design.

This

constitutes collaboration across various disciplines such as engineering and biology. As
will be discussed in greater detail in Section 2.1.2, technology has allowed biologists to
utilize tools for experiments that, until recently, were solely used in engineering.
Collaboration across disciplines has provided even more necessity for a common and
advanced method to manage generated information and knowledge. Many domains have
their own needs for advanced knowledge management.

Even within engineering,

specialized fields such as finite element analysis, optimization, manufacturing, and
decision making have their own specific needs.

2.1.2 Finite Element Analysis Motivation
One relevant field that shows the specific needs of advanced knowledge
management is finite element analysis.

In finite element analysis, models, i.e.

abstractions of the physical world, are used to predict system effects and outcomes, such
as stress and strain distributions. Although abstractions that result in singularities, such
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as point loads and perfectly sharp corners, do not exist in the real world, they are often
created in an effort to minimize modeling costs. Indeed, a model that is a perfect
representation of a system is not only unreasonable but theoretically impossible. Thus,
with cost and time critical factors in a design process, simplifications in modeling are
necessary in engineering analyses.
It is common for engineers to collaborate on a design project.

Simulation

information and team members are often dispersed throughout a company both
geographically and disciplinarily (areas of expertise), which leads to a need for a
common way to share files and knowledge [7]. With efficiency and cost becoming
increasingly important in engineering design, the ability to capture and reuse knowledge
is critical for streamlining project collaboration. Amid large amounts of data constantly
generated during engineering simulations, more time should be spent on modeling and
solving complex problems as opposed to the categorization and storage of data and
information.
Throughout a design process, engineers constantly modify and change models.
With each of these modifications come design assumptions and the reasons behind each
assumption. One example of this relates to the development of an escalator drive unit
module [8]. To construct the FEA model for this design, many modeling assumptions
needed to be made. Two examples of these assumptions are that some metal components
were modeled as rigid surfaces and that the belt was modeled as a pseudohomogeneous
single material. In reality, the metal components are not completely rigid and the belt is
made out of embedded steel cords in a matrix of polyurethane. To represent the escalator
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drive unit module in a two dimensional FEA model, however, these assumptions are
important and necessary.
Many assumptions are also associated with the common engineering analysis
method of beam theory. When FEA models are developed around beam theory, it is
often not clear which order of beam theory is used as well as why certain assumptions are
valid for a particular model. To utilize Euler Bernoulli beam theory in this regard, two
major kinematic assumptions are used: 1) plane sections continue to exist as plane
sections after bending and 2) plane cross-sections that, before deformation, are
orthogonal to the beam’s neutral axis remain plane and normal to the deflected axis upon
deformation [9]. These major kinematic assumptions allow for the simple calculations of
stress and strain for the beam material. This is just one example of the numerous
assumptions associated with all orders of beam theory. With the prevalence of beam
theory in civil engineering design, it is necessary to have the ability to completely
understand design intentions, assumptions, and justifications for a finite element model.
Often in engineering design, it is required to make assumptions in order to obtain
a convergent solution for a model. Most actual geometries cannot be modeled exactly as
they exist in reality, which causes the need for modeling abstractions. An example of this
is, and another ambiguous assumption found in engineering, relates to the analysis of
crack formation in concrete [10]. For this analysis, it was assumed that all stresses acted
across a crack so long as the crack was narrow. It is very unlikely in real world situations
that stresses and forces act completely in one direction, such as the transverse direction
assumed for this analysis. These assumptions were made to simplify the model and
ensure that convergent results could be obtained. These examples are only a few of the
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numerous assumptions that are involved in every finite element model.

With each

engineering model revolving around different and specific assumptions, it is clear that the
design and modeling idealizations associated with the ability to understand each model
play a pivotal role in project collaboration.
As the frequency of finite element analysis within biological domains increases,
more and more modeling techniques will occur. Similar to engineering, many finite
element analyses in biology are meant to determine the overall strength and efficiency of
a biological structure [11].

At times even more so than in engineering, modeling

techniques are necessary in many biological applications due to the irregular shapes
encountered within the realm of biology [12]. For instance, in biology, finite element
analysis has been used to study the differences between morphology of skulls. The
differences in shape and bite forces have been linked to diet and possibly evolution for
related mammals [12, 13]. Although FEA is only a recent advancement for biologists, its
importance in feeding mechanics research has already shown much promise [14].
Much research has focused on the effects of bite forces on animal skulls [11-15].
The first step to develop a skull model is the compilation of micro-CT scans of the
desired skull. Next, a mesh is created in a 3-D imaging software such as Mimics. 3-D
imaging software tools allow the creation of a three-dimensional model from twodimensional image data. The 3-D image is then imported into a 3-D editing program
such as Geomagic Studio. 3-D editing programs allow for the user to smooth rough
model edges, round sharp corners, and fill holes and gaps. These techniques ensure that
the model will be able to be meshed. The edited *.stl files are then once again imported
into a meshing program such as Mimics to create a volume mesh. Once this has been
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completed, the file is imported into a finite element analysis program, Strand7™ for
instance, where it can be analyzed.
With a solid finite element mesh, modeling assumptions must be made to allow
analyses to be performed. The assumptions that are made can range from the locations
and directions of the applied muscle forces to the material properties of the skull [12].
Often in these morphological studies there is a lack of sufficient actual data to model the
simulations around. Assumptions are made to remove the effects of size from the models
and compare only the difference in shapes. This removal of size effects can be done with
the standardization of the ratios between forces and surface area or volume, depending on
what results are studied [11]. The investigation of shape effects, while dealing with
insufficient data, can be achieved when the size of the model and loads are scaled. This
will obtain a result solely based on differences in shape without regards to the size and
potential load values for a model [14]. There have been examples which show that the
scaling method is achievable and accurate for comparative analysis of the stress and
strain distributions.
FEA can be used in biology when it is relatively difficult or impossible to obtain
in vivo information about a certain species.

Without experimental data, material

assumptions are made to analyze the models. For modeling simplicity the material
properties assigned to bone are often isotropic although there is a lack of a consensus due
to studies which show both isotropic and anisotropic material behavior in bone [11, 12].
Also, in cases where there is a lack of data that surrounds the bone properties of a certain
species, material data for a similar species is often used. In these models, it is also
common to apply muscle forces as though all muscles work simultaneously and in
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unison. These approximations are general, yet very important, assumptions about the
actual reaction of jaw muscles during the biting process.
One of the more ambiguous assumptions in regards to skull morphology research
exists in studies which compare bark-gouging and non-gouging monkeys [11]. Research
shows that to obtain the necessary exudates from trees, some animals, such as marmosets
must peel back the bark to stimulate the flow of sap. Although some other animals, such
as tamarins, survive off of the same exudates, they do not gouge the bark themselves. To
test biologists’ theories, finite element research has been conducted to analyze the
differences between bark-gouging marmosets and non-gouging tamarins. A major design
assumption, however, is involved when the model for the marmoset skulls is developed.
In addition to the muscles involved in mastication, marmosets also utilize their legs to
assist in the creation of the forces required for the gouging of the tree bark, while
tamarins do not. When calculated, these forces are able to be added to the skull model as
angled vectors that represent spine and neck muscle forces. Without previous knowledge
of this external leg force, one might misinterpret the marmoset model and incorrectly
make changes that affect the simulation.
Behind every finite element analysis exists numerous engineering and modeling
abstractions, assumptions and intentions that allow for the creation of a simple model to
represent what actually exists. These assumptions are made for many reasons, including
simplicity and minimizing the cost of modeling. With efficiency and cost becoming
increasingly important in engineering design, the ability to capture and reuse knowledge
is critical for streamlining project collaboration. Fully understanding a model and its
associated knowledge is important for not only human collaboration but also so
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computers can make inferences about the model. Computer inferencing allows people to
reuse and adapt models for similar applications. Advanced knowledge management
within the realm of finite element analysis has become increasingly important and will
continue to do so as models become progressively more complex.

2.2 Ontologies
Due to the importance of streamlining product development to reduce product
time to market and product costs, the reuse of engineering design information is critical.
The ever expanding use of semantic ontologies in the engineering and biological domains
has shown the increased value of ontologies to capture, store and reuse knowledge. With
the size and geographic dispersion of project teams often issues for collaboration, costs
are relatively high to develop current knowledge base systems [5]. Along with cost,
current knowledge base systems are also difficult to implement across engineering
domains due to lack of common semantics when defining the object properties. The
main reasons research has moved towards ontologies are to capture and share knowledge
and information among people or software, to allow for the reuse of knowledge, and to
make assumptions and intentions explicit to illustrate the intended meaning of terms [1,
4, 6].
Defined by T.R. Gruber in 1995, an ontology is “an explicit specification of a
conceptualization. A conceptualization is an abstract, simplified view of the world that
we wish to represent for some purpose [6].” Ontologies revolve around properties and
relationships that are associated with a group of objects or concepts [2].

Prior to

computer ontology use, researchers had found it extremely difficult to develop a
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knowledge base that could be utilized by a computer [16]. The use of an ontological
framework is a way to conceptually represent and share knowledge. With the definition
of a standard vocabulary, ontologies allow for the ability to search among commonalities
in the information, as well as provide a consistent manor to make assertions about related
objects [6]. With a standard vocabulary, the true meaning of objects can be reused
between domains and project groups, thus making ontologies a proven method to capture
and reuse knowledge.
Other benefits of a common vocabulary are the ability to share knowledge among
software applications, consequently enabling for software interoperability, and enhanced
search and retrieval capabilities of the captured information [1, 3, 17]. When different
systems save properties and objects under a standard convention, the capacity to merge
and reuse the associated information would be drastically facilitated [5].

This

interoperability would allow for products and analyses to continue along a project
workflow without the constant presence of the main designer, as well as shortened design
processes with the use of the captured design information. Ontologies have also proven
their ability to allow more enhanced methods to search information, as opposed to solely
keyword based search techniques [1].

Ontological frameworks allow engineers to

navigate through stored information and continually update and focus their search in
order to retrieve the most relevant and useful content.
The Engineering Analysis Model (EAM) ontology [8] was developed by
researchers at the University of Massachusetts Amherst to capture, utilize, and reuse
engineering analysis modeling knowledge.

The ontology supports all types of

engineering analysis models, not solely finite element models.
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This allows further

interoperability for all of the analyses that are created throughout a project lifecycle. A
simple class hierarchy, shown in Figure 1
types of engineering model analyses that are compa

Figure
The main idea of the ontology is to create a common vocabulary to classify
concepts by the associated properties that e
standardization of the language that is used to describe each method allows the
information to be linked together and arranged in a hierarchical manner. Along with
basic design parameters and information, the obj
model is captured and linked to the associated model. Not only does the ontology allow
for the retention of important modeling assumptions and design idealizations, but there is
also the ability to capture the justi
idealization to be made. This feature is critical
modeling assumptions were made. The importance of this attribute will be d
detail later in Section 4.2.
Along with the means to capture detailed simulation information, the EAM
ontology has the important ability to link a model to its individual components and/or

other related models. This is valuable when a project not only deals with a model that
consists of multiple components, but also when numerous types of analyses and
simulations are all related to the same individual project. The ability to link related
information is a main selling point for the use of ontologies to organize knowledge. The
EAM ontology is based around engineering analysis taxonomies and associated
properties to allow its full potential in knowledge management for engineering design.
Research at the University of Massachusetts Amherst and the National Science
Foundation Center for e-Design has also resulted in a full suite of other ontologies. This
network of ontologies comprises the e-Design Ontological Framework.

Figure 2

demonstrates how the e-Design Framework utilizes many separate ontologies to form one
localize, connected database of knowledge. Some of the ontologies of the framework are
Design Optimization, Design, Innovation, Decision Support, Functional Basis and the
aforementioned EAM. Although there are UMass Center for e-Design ontologies for
materials and products, these are skeleton ontologies being primarily used as place
holders. Ideally, the e-Design Framework would utilize the fully developed ontologies
created at UMass with fully developed, web-based ontologies such as units, materials and
products. This integration can be seen in Figure 2. The e-Design Framework connects
all of the available ontologies to allow for local classes, properties, and instances to create
an integrated knowledgebase suitable for capturing and reusing knowledge.
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Figure 2 - e-Design Framework Structure (Modified from [18])

Among the semantic frameworks of the e-Design Framework is an ontology for
optimization (ONTOP) [3].

This framework was designed and built to capture the

knowledge associated with a design optimization problem. Once again, many different
techniques are used in optimization processes. The ability to capture the reasoning and
justifications behind the use of a particular technique is of great value. Researchers at
UMass Amherst have proven the ability of ONTOP to capture this important, yet often
neglected optimization information. The ontology also captures information concerned
with user idealizations and assumptions, along with the related rationale that allow the
idealizations to exist.
Another piece of the ontological framework is a decision support ontology (DSO)
[19]. This system was built to capture decision related information such as the design
issues, design alternatives, appropriate evaluation criteria, and group preferences. This
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semantic framework also employs a standard terminology for concepts associated with
group decision making. Through the DSO, each decision is defined as a choice among
alternatives that takes into account design requirements, system constraints, and certain
evaluation information directly linked to a Decision Method ontology. The formalized
terminology from all of the ontological frameworks allows for relationships to be defined
between concepts and properties. Further, the standard terminology allows the entire
suite of ontologies to be linked together to form a large semantic network. Each decision
then becomes an instance in this knowledgebase that is classified by its associated
properties and related concepts. These classifications allow for assumptions to be related
to decisions and justifications to be related to the assumptions. The captured information
would allow a team to store and access the knowledge relating to how and why an
important design or process decision was made.

2.3 Enhancement of ANSYS® Engineering Knowledge Manager Study
As discussed, ontologies have been researched with anticipation of their abilities
benefiting and enhancing current knowledge management systems. There is a significant
limitation associated with current systems that can be addressed by evolving semantic
techniques.

To demonstrate this gap, a study was run comparing the knowledge

capturing capabilities of ANSYS® Engineering Knowledge Manager (EKM) with the
capabilities of the Engineering Analysis Model (EAM) ontology. Specifically, the study
focused on the ability to capture design intentions between ANSYS® EKM and the EAM
ontology.
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2.3.1 ANSYS® Engineering Knowledge Manager
In an effort to meet the needs for the ability to share and store modeling
information within a common repository, ANSYS® developed their Engineering
Knowledge Manager™ (EKM). According to ANSYS® [7], “EKM technology provides
solutions that allow users to capture and manage simulation data, workflows and best
practices to improve the efficiency and productivity of the simulation-driven project that
they contribute to.”

There are three available versions of EKM, ANSYS® EKM

Desktop, ANSYS® EKM Workgroup, and ANSYS® EKM Enterprise, all with slightly
varying features.

All three releases of EKM revolve around the use of a central

repository where engineers can deposit, store, access, and manage projects and analyses
they create or modify. With an intuitive user interface, users can easily upload content
into the repository, search and retrieve files, and generate simulation data and comparison
reports [7, 20].
For ANSYS® related files, ANSYS® FLUENT®, ANSYS® Mechanical™
APDL, ANSYS® Workbench™, ANSYS® CFX®, ANSYS® POLYFLOW® and
HFSS™, simulation information is automatically mined from the files upon upload into
the repository. The simulation information and properties are extracted by EKM as
system metadata and are the only information associated with the actual files that are
input into the database. This important feature allows different users to search and view
the information associated with each simulation without being required to constantly
transfer files to and from the repository. Automatic extraction for ANSYS® related files
adds to the ease of use for the EKM system. Not all files, however, will be recognized by
the EKM software. To allow engineers the ability to utilize the benefits of the EKM
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system with unrelated files, all versions of EKM allow users to manually define
additional property associa
associations.
tions. With automatic and custom property associations, the
simulation information is stored in a system hierarchy classified between folders such as
files, users, groups, reports and applications. The file, report, and searches folders are
shown for the user interface of the EKM Desktop repository in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - EKM Desktop User Interface
The metadata extraction feature allows EKM to fulfill two other task requirements
of searching the files and generating simulation data and comparison reports. All releases
of EKM allow users a sophisticated method to search the files and simulations. Users
have the ability to search for keywords in not only the metadata associated with the
simulations but also in object properties and common file formats such as plain text and
PDF. ANSYS® also has an advanced search method that allows users to interactively
define multiple search criteria to improve the success of file retrieval relevant to the
user’s desires. An example of this aadvanced
dvanced search method is shown in Figure
Figur 4. In the
‘Advanced Search’ window from ANSYS® EKM Desktop, example conditions show the
versatility of the options the advanced search method provides. The user has the ability
to change the search directory, obje
object
ct type, properties to search, and which conditions to
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match, among other things. Allowing the user to manually define all of these conditions
increases the precision and accuracy of the search.

Figure 4 - EKM Desktop Advanced Searching
Two other important features linked to the extraction and association of metadata
are the comparison and simulation information report generation tools available in EKM.
Comparison reports allow users to identify the similarities and differences between
multiple simulations.. This feature can not only ease the ability to find slight differences
in multiple and very similar simulations but also assist users in determining whether or
not retrieved reports are relevant to their interests. Simulatio
Simulation
n information reports can
also be generated by EKM.

Simulation information reports create a summary of

simulation information such as geometric data, anal
analysis
ysis data and solution values.
values In
addition to simple comparison and simulation reports, entire proje
project
ct reports can be
created to include any reports or other project information that is rrelated
elated to an entire
project.. This feature may be useful for an overseeing manager. With one organized set
of project information, managers can easily keep track of the progress of a project.
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ANSYS® EKM Desktop is a single user environment that runs with a repository
on a local machine. Users can take advantage of the central database for their files, as
well as search the repository and generate reports. ANSYS® EKM Workgroup and
ANSYS® EKM Enterprise, however, are developed for collaboration between multiple
users (10-15 users and >15 users, respectively). One of the main features ANSYS®
EKM Workgroup and ANSYS® EKM Enterprise offer to groups is a lifecycle
management tool. The lifecycle management tool allows implementation of ‘sign in’ and
‘sign off’ processes that can control the workflow of a project.

With this feature,

managers can track the progress of a project and observe differences that have been made
with version controls. With security of intellectual property an extremely important
aspect of collaborative engineering design, the ‘sign in’ and ‘sign out’ protocols also
ensure an added layer of protection. Although all three versions of ANSYS® EKM share
the main features of the Engineering Knowledge Manager software, there are slight
differences that allow for advanced collaboration.

A table of the most important

differences between ANSYS® EKM Desktop, ANSYS® EKM Workgroup and
ANSYS® EKM Enterprise can be found in Table 2 in the appendix [7, 20, 21].

2.3.2 Instantiate Bat Skull Model in ANSYS® EKM and EAM Ontology
For this study, a simulation with obscure modeling assumptions was chosen.
With unobvious assumptions, it would not be clear for anyone, besides the main designer,
to fully understand the reasons behind the modeling intentions.

This section will

illustrate the creation of a model and simulation of a Carollia perspicillata bat skull, as
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well as provide examples of the simulation information captured in ANSYS® EKM and
the EAM ontology.

2.3.2.1 Modeling
As discussed previously in Section 2.1.2, the use of finite element analysis has
grown immensely in the domain of biology. The model chosen for this case study was
that of a Carollia perspicillata bat skull. Unlike most previous skull morphology studies,
this model was analyzed in ANSYS® Workbench™.

The use of ANSYS®

Workbench™ for the analysis allows for easier geometric and parameter changes from
one analysis to another. The first step to complete this simulation was to develop a
geometric representation of the Carollia perspicillata skull.
Similar to the skulls discussed previously [12, 13], an STL representation of the
skull was generated by the importation micro-CT scans into Geomagic Studio. Once this
was completed, Krishna Samavedam, a graduate student at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst, imported the *.stl into SolidWorks to create a geometric part.
From the imported *.stl, the 3-D coordinate location of various points on the surface were
chosen. The origin of the coordinate system was created at the posterior end of the skull
pallet for convenience. The origin is represented as a red dot in Figure 5.
Each one of these surface points was constructed as the end point of a line. A line
was constructed from the origin to the ‘Y’ axis position of the desired point. The ‘Y’ axis
corresponds with the length of the skull. From this endpoint, for symmetry and
simplicity reasons, one line along the positive ‘X’ axis and one line along the negative
‘X’ axis were constructed with the associated ‘X’ axis position of the desired point. The
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‘X’ axis corresponds with the width of the skull. After the ‘X’ axis lines were drawn,
lines in the positive ‘Z’ axis direction were constructed in association to the ‘Z’ axis
position of the desired point. The ‘Z’ axis corresponds with the height of the skull. This
created two similar points, with equal ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ coordinates and equal and opposite ‘X’
coordinates. This method, seen in Figure 5,, allowed the entire skull to be modeled as
geometry with ‘Y’ axis symmetry. The resultant skull geometry is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5 - Creation of Geometry in SolidWorks

Figure 6 - Final SolidWorks Geometry
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The next steps in SolidWorks were to create the mid-surfaces of the skull and to
knit all of the surfaces in order to create one part. The surfaces were created by the
construction of splines between the previously described points. Each spline was created
between at least three surface points. The splines were then used as boundaries to
construct the surface patches. This created numerous surfaces patches that were knit
together in SolidWorks. Unfortunately, SolidWorks was not able to knit T-junctions in
the model which caused the surfaces to be imported into ANSYS® Workbench™ as five
separate parts. Once imported, the five parts were bonded in ANSYS® Mechanical™
with use of surface connections. These bonds lead to contact and surface elements. The
five parts were bonded to create one part to allow for a more realistic simulation. If the
analysis was run on all five parts, it would allow for unnatural slippage between the parts
when forces were applied. This was avoided by the use of only the final bonded part in
the analysis.
Before the final analysis was run, material properties and surface element
thickness needed to be assigned to the model. Although some research points towards
anisotropic skull bone material properties, there is not enough evidence to assume this.
Furthermore, very little, if any, data has been collected on the bone material properties
for bat skulls, Carollia perspicillata in particular. For simplicity, the skull model was
assumed isotropic in material properties and uniform in thickness.

The material

properties used were consistent with material properties used for similar analyses [12]. A
bone material was developed in ANSYS® Workbench™ and assigned isotropic values
for Young’s modulus, 20GPa, and Poisson’s ratio, .3. Both of these values are consistent
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with average mammalian bone values. The bone material was assigned to the skull part
in ANSYS® Mechanical™.
The bite forces used in the simulation were found in the literature. Studies of bat
bite forces generated data for a range of bat species including Carollia perspicillata [22].
With a total amount of 4.4±1.06N for bite force, it was decided to apply 2.5N to each of
the two front teeth in the skull model. To prevent rigid body motion, the back of the skull
was applied with a fixed constraint.
Once the model was complete, the simulation was run to generate results for both
maximum deflection and equivalent stress distributions. The geometric model and final
results were used to compare the captured information between ANSYS® EKM and the
EAM ontology.

The maximum deflection value for the simulation was 6.388E-05

millimeters while the maximum equivalent stress was 3.799E07N/m2. The deformation
and equivalent stress distributions are shown in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7 - Deformation Distribution
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Figure 8 - Equivalent Stress Distribution

2.3.2.2 Modeling Assumptions
The modeling assumptions associated with the simulation were some of the most
important pieces of information needed to fully understand this model. There were six
major assumptions that went into the design and analysis of this Carollia perspicillata
skull model. The first two assumptions were that the skull had uniform thickness and
density.

Similar to those assumptions, the third assumption was that the skull had

isotropic material properties, as previously discussed.

The next two assumptions

revolved around the work done by the muscles during the bite process. It was assumed
that the muscles acted simultaneously, as well as all created the same direction of
moment. In other words, the muscles acted at the same time and worked together, as
opposed to the pull of some muscles in one direction while others pulled in the opposite
direction.
For this study, the sixth and final assumption may be the most significant. The
final assumption was that forces, representing the muscle forces, were applied to the front
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teeth while the back of the skull was constrained. This is opposed to the more common,
physiologically correct method of the fixation of the front teeth and application of muscle
forces to the back and sides of the skull, where the muscles are actually attached. This
modeling assumption was made due to the lack in ability, at the time this study was
conducted, within ANSYS® Workbench™ to model realistic muscle forces with
resultant element face pressures all oriented towards a common point. Within Strand7™,
applications such as BoneLoad [15] are used to apply muscle forces to specific locations
and in specific directions that correspond to the correct anatomical positioning of the
muscles [11, 12]. If this model was encountered by a biologist without the knowledge of
why this assumption was made, the model could incorrectly be changed back to what is
more biologically correct. It is clear how important it is to have the ability to capture the
design intentions and assumptions.

2.3.2.3 Capture Information with ANSYS® EKM
To explore the extensiveness of the captured information for ANSYS® EKM, the
first step was to input the associated bat skull models into the designated repository. The
user interface of the repository with the bat skull model files uploaded was shown
previously in Figure 3. Once the files were uploaded and the associated metadata and
properties automatically extracted by the software, comparison and simulation detail
reports were able to be generated. The comparison reports allow the user to easily
identify the differences between two simulations. Simulation detail reports were decided
to be more beneficial for this study due to their ability to list all of the property
information associated with a simulation.
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To ensure a complete assembly of the

necessary design information, two simulation detail reports were generated. The first
simulation detail report was generated for the mechanical database file associated with
the simulation. This file contained the information and images related to the geometry
and material properties for the simulation.

The simulation detail report for the

mechanical database file is shown in Figure 22 in the appendix. The second simulation
detail report was generated for the simulation result file. This file contained information
and associated images from the results for the deformation and stress distributions. The
simulation detail report for the simulation result file is shown in Figure 23 in the
appendix.
From these two reports, the ability to capture information with ANSYS® EKM
was shown. EKM proved its ability to accurately obtain information which contains
project details (author, creation date, etc.), geometry and mesh information, process
information (static structural, vibration analysis, etc.), material properties, element
information, solution settings, and results. This information was accompanied by any
related images that ANSYS® had created.

With the repository and intuitive user

interface, EKM also allowed remote access to project files. The main drawback to the
information gathered by EKM, however, was the lack of reasoning and intentions for the
design. Although the related data and files were available, there was no information
which showed the assumptions, reasoning, and justifications that caused and allowed
certain decisions to be made. A collaborative engineer involved in a project would have
the ability to open the simulation files and visualize what forces and constraints were
applied, but would have no knowledge as to what motivation and rationale caused these
modifications.
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2.3.2.4 Capture Information with EAM Ontology
For comparison, the bat skull simulation was also instantiated as an individual in
the EAM ontology. This was conducted by the creation of an instance of a ‘Finite
element model component’ under the ‘Numerical analysis model’ super class. Since the
skull was analyzed as one part, there was no need to create more than one component for
the model. The information associated with the bat skull model instance is shown in
Figure 9.

Figure 9 - Skull Model Representation in EAM Ontology
As seen in Figure 99, the EAM ontology had
d a much greater ability to capture
design intentions
ons for the given model. This wa
was proven by the section highlighted by the
red box in Figure 9 in regards to the assumptions that we
were
re correlated to the model.
mod
The
EAM ontology also showed an ability to capture information involved with associated
files, images, and documentation. As previously discussed, two simulation files were
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created by ANSYS® EKM for the case study. The EAM ontology had the ability to
capture and link these documents to the ontology individual shown in the green box in
Figure 9.

Other information captured included descriptions, project information (author,

creation date, etc.), geometry and mesh information, element information, model
purposes, software information, and model intentions. With a more complex model, the
EAM ontology would also have been able to incorporate constraints, linearity, related
components and models, and idealizations.

Evidently, the EAM ontology had the

capability to not only capture and organize the design information, but additionally retain
the reasoning and documentation behind the design information.

2.3.3 Investigate and Report System Limitations

2.3.3.1 Discussion
Through the case study example, both ANSYS® EKM and the EAM ontology
proved their abilities to capture, store, and reuse basic design information.

Both

applications retained and shared information associated with the project author, material
properties, mesh and geometry characteristics, solution settings and results.

Both

applications also had the ability to link a simulation to related files and images. Further
analysis, however, showed drastic and tremendously important differences between the
two applications.
ANSYS® EKM delivered an intuitive and straightforward user interface. With
this interface, the difficulties to search and access information were drastically eased.
Engineers would be able to easily navigate, browse, and retrieve both information
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concerning individual files or the actual files themselves. Collaborative groups would be
able to take advantage of a straightforward method to upload project files, share
simulations, and manage a project workflow. The usefulness of a common repository for
project files is undeniable, as ANSYS® EKM provided important advances in this area.
The main advantage of the EAM ontology when compared to ANSYS® EKM
became apparent when one attempted to retrieve advanced knowledge associated with
simulations. Only the EAM ontology successfully captured and retained abstract design
knowledge related to the assumptions and intentions that go into the creation of a model,
highlighted by the red box in Figure 9.

These important and necessary modeling

assumptions, such as uniform skull density and simultaneously activated muscles in the
case study example, exist in every model to some degree. Collaboration on a project
revolves around the ability to completely understand a project and everything associated
with that project. This fact is especially true in design and engineering applications. The
reuse of general design information along with abstract design assumptions is critical for
a successful project workflow. The ability to capture both this general and abstract
design knowledge gave the EAM ontology a significant advantage over other knowledge
capturing applications.
Although ANSYS® Engineering Knowledge Manager™ has drastically improved
the efficiency of collaboration through an analysis application, the software still falls
short of the measures that are necessary for an engineering design process. The EAM
ontology has the ability to enhance and extend the features of ANSYS® EKM to obtain a
complete method to capture and reuse design knowledge and intentions. The integration
of the systems, through the relation of associated documents and creation of a plug-in to
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launch ANSYS® EKM from within Protégé, among other techniques, would allow for
users to utilize the advantages of both software systems. The combination of ANSYS®
EKM’s features of the user interface, common repository, and automatic metadata
mining, with the EAM ontology’s ability to capture and retain advanced design
assumptions and knowledge, would allow for an absolute system to facilitate the
engineering design process to be achieved.

2.3.3.2 Possible System Integration Strategies
As discussed, the integration of ANSYS® EKM with the EAM ontology would
allow users to benefit from the advantages of both systems. There are various possible
techniques for the integration of the two software tools. A few possible techniques are
outlined in this section.
One integration technique already available and utilized in the case study, shown
in the green box in Figure 9, is the ability to capture and link ANSYS® EKM documents
to related individuals in the EAM ontology.

Although the process to link related

individuals is mainly manual in its current stage, a more automated process can be
developed to automatically upload and associate any related documents immediately after
their ANSYS® EKM creation.
The ANSYS® EKM documents, such as those shown in Figures 22 and 23 in the
appendix, offer a clear and concise summary that can be utilized by users for a quick
overview of the details and results of a simulation. With the ANSYS® EKM documents
linked directly to the related ontology individual, users will have the abilities to scan
through the documents and also easily reference the higher level knowledge that the
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EAM ontology provides. All of the available information and knowledge from this
integration will allow for users to completely understand the details, intentions, and
results that are associated with a model.
Along with the ability to capture model documentation, it is also important to
allow for the user to access the model files and ANSYS® files associated with a project.
To do this, the user must be able to run both the ontology interface and the ANSYS®
EKM software, mainly the ANSYS® EKM repository. Although it is not currently
possible to directly launch a third-party application, such as ANSYS® EKM, from the
ontology software, Protégé, a plug-in can be developed that provides an interface to
ANSYS® from the Protégé graphical user interface.
When the user launches the plug-in from the Protégé interface, the plug-in will
initiate a command that will run code to open ANSYS® EKM. Since ANSYS® EKM
Desktop runs from within ANSYS® Workbench™, the plug-in would need to be
developed to work with both ANSYS® Workbench™ and the other ANSYS® EKM
platforms. This plug-in would result in a basic level of integration between the ANSYS®
EKM software and the EAM ontology to allow quick access of one software system from
within the other.
Beyond a plug-in, it may also be possible for a deeper integration of the two
information systems. The incorporation of the EAM ontology into the ANSYS® EKM
software would allow all higher level knowledge, which ontologies can represent, to be
available directly within the ANSYS® EKM interface.

The combination of both

software systems would ease the utility of both systems and allow users to interact with
one intuitive interface.
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Towards New Knowledge Management Systems
As the need for advanced storage and knowledge management has increased, the
use of information technologies to capture and reuse knowledge has become essential.
To meet this knowledge management demand, companies have moved from traditional
design notebooks to more mature technologies to capture product and manufacturing
information [23].

There has been enormous growth in the development on new

knowledge management software tools.

These tools range anywhere from tools

developed by the company creating the information [23], to tools developed as an
extension of current software providers (e.g. PTC’s Windchill [23, 24]), to third-party
tools developed as standalone software (e.g. Vistagy’s EnCapta [25]).
Unlike the formal terminology and style that ontologies offer, many software
developers use different methods to develop their knowledge management software.
From this, the techniques used to represent and share information in each individual
software tool are also different [17]. Through the development of a software tool with
proprietary techniques, the developer can easily redefine the knowledge capturing
abilities and build upon the system in their own specific manner. As a result, these
proprietary tools require a large amount of user commitment due to their lack of
interoperability with other software systems. If the tools developed by an individual
software developer are not interoperable with other software systems, users would be
restricted to only implementing software created by that individual developer. Often this
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is not a reasonable requirement, resulting in the need for more open architectures such as
emerging semantic technologies.
McMahon et al. used semantic technologies to develop their Waypoint system
[26]. This system uses semantic classifications of documents and uses an advanced
search tool to continually focus queries toward relevant results. Ultimately, this tool is
anticipated to be used as an engineering document search and retrieval tool.

The

querying mechanism requires continuous refinements from the user to focus the search in
the correct direction. The tool also allows a user to search keywords and browse through
the different document classifications. Results from a case study in which the system
was implemented into the Airbus UK network are still being determined. In this study,
preexisting Airbus UK taxonomies were used to classify a large collection of electronic
documents.

Although this system has a large amount of potential, there are still

associated limitations.

This system relied heavily on preexisting classification

taxonomies that may not always be present.

Additionally, unlike many emerging

semantic technologies, the Waypoint system is not able to inference about the back-end
ontology. In many companies, a great deal of legacy information is contained in papercopy documents causing another equally important limitation of this system.

This

limitation is the reliance on documents in electronic format.
IBM WebSphere [27] has been released as a central knowledge and process
management system for business and marketing oriented processes. This software was
developed for business applications such as banking, government, healthcare, insurance
and retail. The system is used to collaboratively utilize business processes, applications,
and information.

Current business processes can be developed in a wide array of
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different applications. WebSphere provides a central database and central system to
develop new business processes in a standard format. The new WebSphere platform
allows managers to create new business processes from within the system and also
preserves legacy information and processes that have previously been developed. While
the new system has the ability to preserve legacy data, there is not a method for full
integration of the legacy information within the new database. To change anything
related to legacy processes, a user must go into the older system that created the legacy
process and make changes from within that separate system. Maintaining two or more
separate systems is a costly and tedious requirement. The disadvantages of this cause the
future need to migrate into one central system for the management of business process
information. The techniques used by IBM WebSphere are very important and similar to
techniques that can be extended for use in engineering knowledge management.
The use of Semantic Wikis for engineering knowledge management has been
investigated by Fowler et al. [28]. This research team worked to move from more
traditional, non-semantic wikis that have been used in the Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) domain to Semantic Wikis. The authors claim the benefits of this type of system
to store and annotate domain knowledge are easy-to-use interfaces and the convenience
of structure management. The Semantic Wiki is researched for use to capture and
annotate knowledge to build and self-maintain an ontology.
collaborative method to build ontologies.

This provides a more

To interact with the Semantic Wiki, the

researchers have also developed a Semantic Search Tool, a Computational Fluid
Dynamics Advisor and an Aerofoil Design Assistant.
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These techniques are currently limited due to the fact that they are new and
remain in the research and development stage. The techniques are promising, yet they
require the development, and corresponding adoption, of new tools to allow interaction
with the Semantic Wiki. This is opposed to employing a Semantic Wiki that can work
fluently with existing software applications and tools. Many large companies will not be
willing to adopt a large number of new software systems. This approach also focuses on
the use of the Semantic Wiki to build and maintain on ontology. Most engineers have
limited interest or expertise in the ontology and semantic technique domain. Often, it is
more important to allow users to benefit from the semantic capabilities and advantages
without requiring them to interact with the ontology back-end of the system. As this
research develops, the proposed advantages appear to be quite promising.
To address the limitations caused by lack of preexisting classification taxonomies
within a company, researchers at Purdue University have conducted a considerable
amount of research concentrating on methods of information acquisition and the
development of an ontology-based document analysis and retrieval tool (ODART) [2931].

Through natural language processing (NLP) and other language identification

techniques, the group uses methods to automatically identify and extract relevant design
information contained within a document. These methods allow a more automated way
to locate and index design documentation. After the information is extracted, the system
compares it to language taxonomies and lexicons. The goal of this step is to tag each
group of information with the most appropriate classifications and relationships. This
system is expected to create a more customized ontology specific to the information
details found within the utilized documents.
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Although these techniques appear to be very useful, limitations also plague the
use of this system. The first of these limitations is the overall specificity of the system
focus. The system is focused on the information retrieval and classification portion of the
overall knowledge acquisition and reuse process. This stage is important but does not
provide a complete knowledge management process. Additionally, the tool is not readily
accessible for use. Finally, the system appears to lack the ability of allowing many users
to interact with all of the documents in a central location and the ability of employing
security restrictions on sensitive material. The goal of overcoming these limitations has
led to the increased use of growing Semantic Web technologies.

3.2 Semantic Web Technologies
The Semantic Web is an extension of the World Wide Web that offers a human
readable and computable environment to capture knowledge [32]. Unlike the Waypoint
system [26], the Semantic Web and associated technologies offer more open methods for
information management. Currently the ability of the Semantic Web to fully support the
needs of industry is still progressing. The potential of the Semantic Web to share and
store information, however, has led to a growth in popularity, especially within the
research community.

In the Semantic Web, structure and formal standardized

representations have been provided to engineering design knowledge through the use of
ontologies and description logic. Additionally, the Semantic Web has been used as an
environment for collaborative and distributed ontology development.
Although there are still difficulties associated with the development of ontologybased knowledge management systems for industrial use, software engineers are no
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longer in the beginning stages of the development of these semantic technologies. The
approaches for these software applications can be classified as one of three groups.
1.

Use locally downloadable applications with local repositories

2.

Use locally downloadable applications with central repositories

3.

Use browser applications with central repositories

Locally downloadable applications with local repositories, such as Protégé [33]
and Swoop [34], enable the local development and storage of semantic information.
These tools have been regularly used in academia to create and develop ontological
frameworks. While the interfaces associated with these development tools are sufficient
for ontology development, they are in no manner intuitive and tailored towards end-user
ease. To properly operate the software, proper training and a steep learning curve are
necessary. Due to the specific focus of these tools, they are valuable for solely ontology
development and not desirable in the realm of knowledge management.
The second main option includes applications that are locally downloadable with
access to central repositories. One example of this type of application is pOWL [35].
The main purpose of pOWL is for use as an easy-to-use, easily deployable, web-based
tool for ontology editing and publishing.

Many of these locally downloadable

applications with central repositories are used to collaboratively develop and store
ontologies within the repository. While the storage advantages of a central repository are
a desired trait for an industrial knowledge management system, limitations arise with the
requirement of local installation. It is infeasible to expect a company, especially a large
company, to locally download an application on every system used by their employees.
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The restrictions of locally downloadable tools have resulted in the development of the
third option of browser applications.
The final main option encompasses browser applications with access to central
repositories. Of the three, this option is the most appropriate choice for an industrial
knowledge management system. The ‘wiki’, defined by the Merriam-Webster dictionary
as “a Web site that allows visitors to make changes, contributions, or corrections” [36],
has become a popular option among these types of applications [37]. A recent extension
of the standard ‘wiki’ is the ‘semantic wiki’. This extension incorporates additional
semantic technologies within the main wiki abilities [28]. Numerous semantic wikis
have emerged as both text-based and form-based wikis. Text-based semantic wikis
enhance traditional wikis by allowing form-based data entry, back end triple-stores (Jena,
Sesame), improved querying methods, and additional capabilities offered through the
storage of semantic content [38-41]. Alternatively, form-based wikis are built on entirely
different, form-based platforms. Form-based semantic wikis contain built in semantic
structure, using ontologies to define the storage, display, and navigation of information
[38, 42].

3.3 Semantic Wiki Alternatives
There are many different semantic wiki alternatives available. Among these
alternatives are SMW+, AceWiki, KiWi, Knoodl, Sweetwiki, Swirll and OntoWiki [43].
Each individual application has associated advantages and disadvantages. To determine
the most appropriate semantic wiki application for industrial purposes, several of these
popular alternatives were compared and contrasted. Through this evaluation, a single
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platform was identified as the most practical solution to meet industry needs. Among the
many semantic wiki options were various closed-source applications, Knoodl [40]. With
the assumption that the final software application would still require some level of
customization to meet specific company needs, closed-source applications were not
sufficient options.

Due to this, all closed-source applications were eliminated from

consideration.
Among the open-source applications is the KiWi Project. The KiWi Project is a
text-based wiki supported by funding from the European Community‘s Seventh
Framework Program, and therefore has not only a significant, but also a stable support
community [39]. By utilizing semantic reasoning and classifications through a webbased environment, KiWi allows for collaborative management through the use of a
single, centralized knowledge database. The developers of KiWi have conducted various
case studies to demonstrate the abilities of the system. One use case is with Logica [44],
a leading IT and business services company. This use case employed KiWi as a tool to
centralize the abilities to access, write, and store project documents for project managers.
A second case study was conducted with Sun Microsystems [45], a major contributor to
open-source software. Software developers often utilize a large amount of different
storage and knowledge management systems during the development of their
applications. The purpose of using KiWi in this project was used to provide a central and
standardized method for the management of software developer material. Both of this
use cases worked to study the effectiveness of the web-accessed central repository
provided by KiWi. Unfortunately, there are also limitations of this system. Even with the
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limited efforts for industrial implementation, lack of commercially supported software
and lack of any form-like abilities remain associated with the KiWi Project.
Currently, form-based semantic wikis do not appear to have the necessary support
necessary of an industry-supporting application. A popular form-based wiki is OntoWiki
[42] which is the successor to the previously mentioned pOWL. The built in semantic
structure and ontological definitions of form-based wikis allow for their natural
compliance with other semantic tools and abilities. While this compliance is a major
benefit, form-based wikis lack the larger support groups and level of extensions that are
associated with many text-based wikis. Although form-based semantic wikis are not
currently considered top alternatives for these reasons, these applications promise to be
extremely valuable as their development, support and extensions improve.
Through this study, it was determined that the most appropriate and currently
available semantic wiki option was the semantic media wiki SMW+. SMW+ is a textbased, open-source semantic wiki supported by the group Ontoprise [41]. SMW+ has a
very large support community. This society not only allows for community development,
but commercial support as well. Beyond this support community, the SMW+ application
can be configured with a suite of extensions. These extensions enhance the standard
abilities of the application. Among these extensions is the Halo extension. The use of
the Halo extension allows for this text-based wiki to operate and feel similar to the
previously mentioned form-based semantic wikis. The Halo extension does this by
enabling support for semantic forms. SMW+ is also easily integrated with a MySQL
database through the use of the back-end triple store JENA reasoner.
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The JENA

Reasoner is an engine that has the ability to make inferences about an ontology and its
associated instances that the framework does not explicitly state [46].
Additionally, SMW+ can be used seamlessly with Microsoft Excel.

This is

conducted through the configuration of an MS Excel bridge that allows any information
generated through the wiki search tool to be imported into a spreadsheet for further
calculations. As previously discussed, additional research is being conducted about more
automated use and population of the Semantic Media Wiki [28]. This system has shown
a great deal of promise and popularity which has lead to this further research. Ultimately,
the commercial readiness, commercial and community support, and greater versatility led
to the decision that SMW+ was the most appropriate application for a prototype example
of industry implementation.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH

4.1 Identification of Industry Needs
Although research has continually been conducted to advance knowledge
management through ontology and Semantic Web use, groups for which this research is
intended to benefit, specifically industry, have been reluctant to follow. Thus, there is a
lack of semantic technique adoption within industry. In order to understand the reasons
that have caused this lack of adoption, our research team has collaborated with Raytheon.
Through our collaborative work, our team identified five main industry requirements that
have not been fully addressed by the current suite of knowledge management systems.
These current systems either take into account only one or two of the requirements or,
worse, do not address any of the requirements at an appropriate level. The inability to
address these industry requirements creates many obstacles that must be overcome in
order to sufficiently and properly adopt semantic technologies into industrial processes.
The five needs include the incorporation of key legacy information, the ease of new
knowledge management software adoption, the robustness of the software to support
multiple file types and allow for the sharing of information across platforms, the security
of the stored information, and the ease of use of the user interface.
This section defines and discusses each of these requirements, as identified by our
research team. Each requirement is also divided into more specific sub-requirements.
The main requirements and associated sub-requirements are outlined in Figure 10. This
figure outlines the order in which our team decided to approach the requirements. As
discussed in more depth in the further sections, these requirements are used as the
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foundation for an overall adoption plan of semantic techniques into industry. While
adoption plan revolves around these five main requirements, our techniques also
necessitate some extent of scalability.

As previously mentioned, the scope of this

research was to develop a process for the industrial adoption of semantic technologies on
a small scale while also focusing on the ways these methods can be expanded to apply to
a larger group. For this reason, our techniques were chosen and developed to not only
meet the specific needs of our case study with Raytheon, but to also allow for further
extension in future applications.

Figure 10 - Five Main Identified Industry Requirements

4.1.1 Incorporation of Legacy Information
Much of engineering design consists of redesign rather than a ‘ground-up’
approach.

Due to this, a pivotal part of the implementation of a new knowledge

management system into an existing infrastructure is the incorporation of a group’s
legacy information [26]. Legacy information may include previous designs, lessons
learned, and other crucial knowledge associated with the practices of a company. The
ability to capture and reuse this knowledge is essential to fully support not only current
design projects, but new engineering design processes as well. Without this ability, vital
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information and knowledge may be lost. For a company, this knowledge loss may extend
further than just product information. The loss of information surrounding company
methods could prove equally, if not more, harmful to their industrial practices. Thus, the
ability to comprehensively incorporate legacy knowledge has great importance. Central
sub-requirements of this task include the identification and mining of key categorical
information to allow accurate association of the captured knowledge with its associated
instance.

4.1.2 Ease of Adoption
One of the major obstacles keeping industry from the implementation of new
semantic knowledge frameworks is the difficulty associated with the adoption of such
systems. Difficulties arise with every new software or system modification that is put
into practice within a company. These difficulties may include software operation and
management training requirements, end-user software use training requirements, software
compatibility issues, and software installation requirements [30]. The use of a new
software tool is significantly limited when the adoption of the tool does not allow for
seamless incorporation within the existing system. Resulting from this is the requirement
for a new software tool to be adaptable to individual company needs. In order to be
effective and functional, the knowledge management system must allow for
customization to specific company practices and processes [29, 31].
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4.1.3 Robustness of File-Type Support
Every design, especially with complex products, consists of many different
document types and associated files. With many types of engineering tools, such as solid
modeling, finite element analysis, word processing, and statistical analysis, available for
use during the design process, it is necessary that a system be adaptable enough to
support a variety of information and file types. Similar to the variability of operating
different computer aided design tools, many different files types are used to store
information in engineering and industry [17].

The information developed during a

product design lifecycle can be saved in any number of these different software formats.
A knowledge management system that supports multiple file types can improve both
knowledge storage and knowledge retrieval. A system that includes many compatible
file types permits all product information to be stored in one single repository, reducing
redundancy throughout the entire system.

4.1.4 Security
In today’s industry, competitive advantages and confidentiality are possibly two
of the most important ingredients for success. Because of this, the security of sensitive
information within a database and knowledge management system is a major requirement
[47]. A system must not only be able to secure the proprietary knowledge from outside
hackers but must also allow for security measures to account for concerns from within the
organization. These security protocols include, but are not limited to, usernames and
passwords for all necessary employees, access control for different levels of sensitivity,
and separate allowances for each group of information.
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A knowledge management

system must have the ability to account for each of these requirements in order to
maintain a secure and safe environment for a company’s confidential legacy information.

4.1.5 Addressing the End-User
Another main cause of limited semantic technique use within industry has been
the lack of an intuitive and easy-to-use end-user interface. Any new software introduced
into company practice will result in some level of learning and other training
requirements [48]. Often, when the learning curve for a new technique is too steep,
employees can become discouraged and resort back to using more familiar software
systems. Many employees may feel that it would be more efficient to continue to use
previously learned methods as opposed to spending the time to familiarize themselves
with a brand new method.

The resulting use of multiple software systems creates

inconsistencies throughout the company. This further proves the importance of one
universal knowledge management system that is intuitive, familiar, and easy to adopt.

4.2 Collaborative Study with Raytheon
To demonstrate various methods that can be employed to address the five
obstacles identified in Section 4.1, our team conducted a collaborative project with
Raytheon, a defense and aerospace systems company. The objective of this project was
to use the requirements identified and described in Figure 10 as an outline for an overall
implementation plan. The collaborative project serves as a proof-of-concept case study
showing that semantic techniques can be implemented into an industrial framework in a
successful manner. The overall implementation process can be seen in Figure 11. Each
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of these steps will be discussed in further detail in this section. As seen in the figure, we
started with a collection of paper-copy documents which were then preprocessed to
provide us with a digital repository representation of the memorandum documents. Next,
our custom developed MemoExtractor software tool was run to provide us with a
Microsoft Excel index of all of the memorandum instances and their associated
properties.

Custom mapping expressions were then created to map the instance

information from the MS Excel index to a Raytheon Document Support ontology
extension of the e-Design Framework. Finally, the populated ontology was then exported
into .owl format and imported into a user front-end interface provided by a custom
configured semantic media wiki SMW+. Details for each of these steps are provided in
the following sections.

Figure 11 - Overall Implementation Process
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4.2.1 Development of MemoExtractor: Tool for Knowledge Capturing
To incorporate Raytheon’s legacy information within the system, it was necessary
to develop a software tool with the capability to mine specific information from their
documents. More specifically, the information was to be mined from thousands of
engineering memorandums from a Mechanical Engineering directorate within the
company. The Raytheon group was interested in the categorization, storage, and reuse of
these memorandum documents which contained valuable simulation, product, project,
and process information. The developed tool needed to have the ability to mine specific
information, as identified by Raytheon, from the engineering documents as well as create
and populate an index containing the mined information. It was imperative for our team
to develop a new software tool to meet these needs. Other similar tools [29, 31] were
either unobtainable or not custom enough to meet the specific needs of this task. This
section will describe the methods used for the development of our MemoExtractor
software tool as well as discuss the results from the use of the tool with the Raytheon
documents. An updated figure, Figure 12, shows the MemoExtractor software tool as our
method for addressing the first requirement.
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Figure 12 – Requirements with Method 1

The first step in the development of the knowledge mining tool was to identify the
information that required capturing.

As previous mentioned, the overall knowledge

source was identified as a collection of Raytheon engineering memorandums. This
collection of documents was comprised of over 20,000 paper-copy engineering
memorandum documents regarding various projects, analyses, products and programs.
Raytheon engineers desired a way to computationally utilize the paper-copy engineering
documents contained in various cabinets.
To further structure the documents within an initial index and semantic
framework, the categorical information contained in each document required
identification. The recognition of this categorical information allowed for the necessary
classifications of the individual documents and relations between associated files.

The

important categorical information associated with each document instance was
determined to be the subject, author, recipient, date, memo number, and the project or
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program related to each memorandum.

This information was also used during the

creation of the Raytheon Document Support (RDS) ontology which will be discussed in
detail in Section 4.2.3. With this information, Raytheon engineers would have the ability
to search for individual documents as well as browse additional documents related by the
key topics such as author or program.
Due to the paper-copy format of the documents, a preprocessing step was
necessary before any tool could computationally recognize the text contained in the
memorandum documents. After the documents were scanned, they were run through an
optical character recognition (OCR) process with the commercially available Adobe
Acrobat 9 Professional. This OCR process created a layer of readable text on top of the
original PDF image of the document. Adobe Acrobat 9 Professional was then used to
export the layer of readable text into a plain text file. Each individual text file was tagged
in order to associate the text file with its respective memorandum document. The final
step of preprocessing was to store all of the memorandum documents and related text
files in one central repository to allow our developed MemoExtractor software tool to
access the essential files.
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Figure 13 - MemoExtractor Software Tool Overall Process Structure

It was necessary to develop a customized software tool that had the specific
ability to mine the required categorical information from the memorandum cover pages.
The NSF Center for e-Design MemoExtractor software tool was developed with the
abilities to read the plain text files, to identify the RDS ontology categorical information,
and then to mine the information from the file. Additionally, the tool creates an index in
Microsoft Excel and populates this index with the mined information, the associated
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memorandum file name, and the file location. To add further structure to the database,
the tool also uses the mined information to resave the original PDF memorandum file
under a standard format. The overall process structure of the MemoExtractor software
tool is shown in Figure 13.
The Raytheon memorandum documents had a variety of ways to present
information on their cover pages. To account for this, the MemoExtractor software tool
was developed to identify a wide variety of information formats. These format variations
were found in the category headings, such as ‘Subject’ and ‘Memo Number’, as well as
the presented information, such as dates and employee names. The heading variations
built into the MemoExtractor software tool are shown in Table 1. To compensate for
inconsistency in the information values themselves, the tool allowed for the identification
employee names with and without the presence of middle initials. Also, the tool allowed
for twelve different date formats. For example, the different possible date formats for
January 2, 2009 are as follows:
02 january 2009
02 jan 2009
02 01 2009

02 january 09
02 jan 09
02 01 09

january 02 2009
jan 02 2009
01 02 2009

january 02 09
jan 02 09
01 02 09
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Table 1 - MemoExtractor Heading Variations

Information Category
Subject
Author
Recipient
Date

Memo Number

Possible Headings
Subject ; Subject:
Title ; Title:
Re. ; Re.:
From ; From:
To ; To:
Date ; Date:
Memo Number ; Memo Number:
Memo No. ; Memo No.:
Memo # ; Memo #:
Memo ; Memo:

The MemoExtractor software tool was developed with the Python programming
language [49].. With the proper compiler, this code enabled our tool to be run on any
operating system. After installation on a Windows system, the MemoExtractor code is
easily run through the system command prompt, seen in Figure 14.. Full installation and
use instructions
ctions are located in the Installation and User Manual found in the appendix.

Figure 14 - MemoExtractor Command Prompt Usage
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The Alpha version of the software tool was first pilot tested on a small set of
sample documents within the University of Massachusetts Amherst system. A sample set
of twenty test memorandums was created by students at UMass Amherst who had no
previous knowledge of the project to ensure uninfluenced results. The small sample size
was due to the lack of authentic paper-copy memorandum documents. This pilot test
resulted in an 80% success rate by the tool.

This success rate was measured by

determining the number of documents that received correct identification for all of the
information fields.

With sixteen of the twenty memos achieving full correct

identification, the overall success rate was calculated. Of the four memorandum files that
did not achieve full correct identification, the errors were easily fixable issues in the date,
program name, and memo number fields. To compensate for the fields that were prone to
errors, slight adjustments were made to the MemoExtractor tool. These adjustments
included changes to account for mistakes in type written format character recognition (i.e.
subject misrecognized as snbject).
A second pilot test was run on documents within the Raytheon system. This test
was conducted with a sample size of 365 engineering memorandums. After achieving a
comparable 80% success rate, the reasons for the occurrence of errors were investigated.
Through this inquiry it was determined that major cause for error within the system was
due to incorrect optical character recognition. It was identified that two different errors
were associated with the OCR process. The first of these errors was the misidentification
of characters. The failure of the OCR tool to correctly identify characters led to the
inability of our MemoExtractor software tool to mine the correct information for each
field. The second error found to occur during the preprocessing of the memorandum
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documents was an issue with misalignment between the memorandum headings and the
type written information.
To overcome the problems that occurred during the OCR portion of the
preprocessing stage, different commercial OCR tools were used and compared. In tests
comparing the overall character recognition accuracy, four different tools were used. The
four tools were Adobe Acrobat 9 Professional, XPDF, Readiris 12 Pro, and ABBYY
Finereader® 10 Professional Edition.

As previously mentioned, the tool used for

preprocessing during the pilot trials was Adobe Acrobat 9 Professional. XPDF did not
work because the output text file format did not meet the pattern for the developed
software tool. Among the other three remaining OCR tools, there was no significant
difference between the accuracy rates for the overall character recognition.
The second issue dealt with the misalignment between the memorandum headings and
the type written information. This misalignment caused the locations of headings and
related information to be displaced and dispersed throughout the output text file.
Different techniques were investigated in each of the OCR tools to solve this problem.
Specifically in Adobe Acrobat 9 Professional, the order in which the tool exports the
OCR text layer into a text file can be adjusted with use of the Touchup Reading Order
option.

Custom boxes can be added to encompass the necessary text that requires

exportation. The order that these boxes are exported can be specified by the users. This
option would work for our purposes if the coordinate position for each information field
had been the same across each memorandum. Unfortunately, the locations of each
information field varied from template to template. The Touchup Reading Order option
was unable to overcome this variation. No options in the various tools were able to
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overcome the misalignment and variation issues found in the collection of memorandum
documents. With no benefit seen to justify the use of a different tool, it was decided to
continue our methods with the use of Adobe Acrobat 9 Professional.
To date, the MemoExtractor software tool has successfully processed over 12,000
legacy Raytheon documents. Upon the preprocessing of the remainder of the collection
of documents, the software tool will be run to complete the information capturing
process. The additional information will be added to the initial index. The final number
of processed documents will exceed 25,000. These engineering memorandums dated
back to as early as the 1950s and none of the documents were created more recent than
the early 2000s. The significant age of some documents show clear importance of the
ability to capture paper-copy legacy information.
One important successful feature was the robustness of the tool. This robustness
was shown through the ability to correctly ignore ill-formatted inputs and complete the
extraction process without fail. Ill-formatted inputs included handwritten notes, graphs,
figures, documents with poor scan quality, and memorandums without consistent cover
page templates.

Although ill-formatted inputs made up less than 2% of the total

document repository, it was inevitable to include ill-formatted inputs into the extraction
process with such a large collection of documents. The tool robustness allowed for the
tool to run on a complete collection of documents without requiring the identification of
where the process may have stopped and additional initiations of the process.
Overall, the tool achieved an 80% success rate. Success was determined through
the comparison of the total number of information fields (subject, memo number, author,
date and recipient) that required fulfillment to the number of information fields that were
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actually filled. If the MemoExtractor software tool was not successful in filling a field,
the word ‘None’ was reported for that field. From the actual document processing, there
were 58,410 fields that required population. Correct fields were chosen to represent this
data, as opposed to fully correct documents as presented in the pilot testing, due to the
importance of each individual field being correct. If one field for a document instance is
incorrect, only that select field would require editing instead of every field for that
instance. The tool successfully filled 46,747 fields and missed only 11,663 fields. This
resulted in an 80.0325% population of the fields, or the reported 80% success rate.
The issues that caused the lack of success in the 11,663 missed fields were
investigated as well. A sample set of 5,648 files were examined to identify the main
causes for the incorrect and missing field inputs. Among these 5,648 files, 1,182 files
suffered from a vertical, columnar PDF-to-TEXT conversion. This columnar conversion
caused the memorandum headings and values to be located on separate and variable lines
in the text files. This issue occurred in 21% of the files. Another 11.5% (or 652 files) of
the files suffered from horizontal misalignment between the memorandum headings and
the type written information. The majority of the ‘None’ values reported for this sample
set were found to be contained in the 32.5% of the files affected by these two OCR
issues.
It was determined that failure to report information for a given field was once
again caused by the limitations with current OCR technology. These limitations cause
incorrect character identification and issues with the preprocessing PDF-to-TEXT file
conversion. These problems were not related to the abilities of the MemoExtractor
software tool itself.
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Overall realized return on investment is still being determined, although initial
estimates are very high. The initial return on investment estimate for the MemoExtractor
software tool is $139,100. This estimate was calculated by comparing the hours it will
take to review and update the MemoExtractor software tool created index versus the
hours it would have taken to manually create and instantiate the index.

With an

anticipated 1250 hours to edit the index of 25,000 documents compared to an estimated
2941 hours to manually instantiate an index, the MemoExtractor software tool saved
Raytheon 1691 hours. Further, this tool will not only help in the initial Excel index, but
will also be able to ease the process of automatically populating a customized ontology
extension. In the future for Raytheon, when all of their information is moved into the
central PDM system, this Excel index will make the transition to the central system
seamless. These attributes add further value to the delivered software tool.

4.2.2 Possible Extensions of MemoExtractor Software Tool
The scalability of our MemoExtractor software tool was also taken into account
during its development. Beyond the ability to capture, structure, and reuse categorical
information from memorandum cover pages, there are many possible extensions for the
MemoExtractor software tool. In fact, any situation where typewritten or handwritten
information can be preprocessed to produce an associated text file allows for the
customization and use of the MemoExtractor software tool. Three important examples of
possible MemoExtractor software tool extensions have been identified through
conversation with members of industry.

These three examples are medical notes,

blueprints, and overall company history of product components.
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Valuable information is contained in medical notes after an appointment between
a patient and a physician. With type written medical notes, often present is the patient’s
name, the doctor’s name, the date of appointment, and observations made by the
physician during the appointment.

For purposes of a MemoExtractor software tool

extension, the information from each of these fields can be captured and indexed.
Further, similar to identifying an associated program within the subject of an engineering
memorandum, key elements can be identified within the observation notes to infer a
proper prognosis for the patient. Medical notes are a very possible and even more
important extension of the MemoExtractor software tool and related methods.
Additionally, information can be mined from other documents such as blueprints
or documents outlining the overall history of specific design components within a
company. Titles, dates, and authors/artists are all valuable information that can be mined
from blueprints to categorize and structure the blueprint files within a searchable index.
The overall history of a company’s design of various components can also be captured.
With this tool, the full company history of the design of a turbine blade, for example, can
be indexed and available. During redesigns of the component, engineers would have
access to all related design history. These are only a few of the countless possible
extensions of the MemoExtractor software tool.

With the correct preprocessing

methods, the tool has the customizability and flexibility to capture any desired
information from company documents.

4.2.3 Development of Raytheon Document Support (RDS) Ontology
As previously described, researchers at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
and the National Science Foundation Center for e-Design have developed a suite of
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ontologies that comprise the e-Design Framework.

The major limitation of this

framework is its lack of specificity to real industrial needs. To overcome this constraint,
the development of a customized extension to the e-Design Framework was necessary.
This specialized ontology is the Raytheon Document Support (RDS) ontology.

An

updated figure, Figure 15, shows the development of a customized extension as the
method for addressing the second requirement.

Figure 15 - Requirements with Methods 1 and 2

The e-Design Framework is a generic semantic framework that allows for a large
amount of customization towards specific needs. It was important to take advantage of
this previously developed complex suite of ontologies through the creation of a
customized ontology extension. The RDS ontology not only works seamlessly with the
current Raytheon practices and processes, but also has the ability to benefit from the full
breadth of the knowledge system. By customizing the ontology to the specific needs of
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Raytheon, intuitive navigation through the semantic framework was increased. This
specificity also allowed facilitated adoption into their directorate practices.
The RDS ontology was created in the ontology development tool Protégé. In the
RDS ontology, each memorandum file was represented as an instance. The identification
categories, discussed in Section 4.2.1, were created as properties by linking and relating
the memorandum document instances. The semantic structure of the RDS ontology
extension as a Protégé screenshot is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16 - RDS Ontology Tree Structure and Properties

The left column of the figure shows the main taxonomy of the ontology. The
three main classes include a Document class, a People class (directly from the e-Design
Framework) and a Program class. Subclasses of the Document class include Data Sheets,
Memorandums, both external and internal, Technical Reports, and White Papers. These
subclasses can be extended to include other types of documents that may be more
applicable to a certain company or company directorate. Each of the classes contains an
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appropriate set of instances. Associated with the instances are a collection of three
object-type properties and seven data-type properties. These properties are shown in the
property browser columns of Figure 16. The data-type properties are represented by
strings, numbers, and alphanumerical text while the object-type properties are represented
by instances of the three main classes. The categorical information identified earlier is
accounted for by the properties hasSubject, hasAuthor, hasRecipient, hasCreationDate,
hasMemoNumber, and hasProject.
Documents,

specifically

Other important properties associated with

Memorandums,

are

hasNewFile,

hasOriginalFile

and

hasRelatedMemo. Program and People instances also are associated with the data-type
property hasName. Tailoring the semantic framework to Raytheon’s needs facilitated its
adoption into their Directorate practices.
Although their immediate needs were concerned with the navigation and retrieval
of engineering memorandums through the document database, engineers within the
directorate could also benefit from the ability to utilize further structure for other analysis
and product design files. Through the consistent language kept by extending the eDesign Framework, the ontology allowed for increased semantic capabilities without the
need to further adopt new technologies and techniques.

The front-end system that

Raytheon users interact with, that will be discussed in section 4.2.4, had the ability to
load not only the RDS ontology, but the entire e-Design Framework as well. Many
advantages are all associated with this one central technology adoption.
The semantic advantages of ontologies are lost without a full knowledge base of
instances to infer and reason about.

Without a full knowledge base of instances,

inferences cannot be made in comparison to previous instances. For example, without a
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repository of previous designs, every new design cannot be compared to any legacy
projects. With a full semantic database, however, similar designs can be compared to
new projects to focus a design in the proper direction. This system would help to avoid
the repetition of previously made errors. Further, an engineer may be aware of a single
memorandum that is related to their current project. A system without a full set of
instances would only provide the user with the individual memorandum that was
searched for. However, a system full of instances would provide the user with not only
the memorandum that was directly search for, but other closely related documents as
well. The user would then be made aware of these additional documents which may be
relevant to the user’s project.
Not only was the development of a customized ontology important, but the
population of the ontology with instance information was an essential part of the process
as well.

A key element in this task was to map the information contained in the

Microsoft Excel index, created by the MemoExtractor software tool, to the RDS ontology
in the Protégé environment. With a final number of memorandum instances exceeding
25,000, it was necessary to find an automatic method for this mapping process.
To accomplish this task, the MappingMaster plug-in within Protégé was used.
The first step was to load the MS Excel index created by the MemoExtractor software
tool into the plug-in as the origin spreadsheet. The MappingMaster plug-in uses the
uploaded spreadsheet as the instance information origin and the RDS ontology as the
instance information destination. Next, two mapping expression files were created. The
first of these mapping expression files used custom mapping expressions to populate the
Program and People classes with instances contained in the Program, Author and
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Recipient columns of the spreadsheet index. The custom expressions were written as
follows:
Programs
Start Column:
G
End Column:
G
Start Row:
2
End Row:
25001
Individual: @**(rdf:ID Program)
Employees
Start Column:
E
End Column:
F
Start Row:
2
End Row:
25001
Individual: @**(rdf:ID Employee)
Facts: hasName @**

In these expressions, the start and end rows and columns were identified. Since
row number one was used to label the headings for each column, the instance information
was contained within the next 25,000 rows. These expressions were used to populate the
programs and employees, which were then used as object properties associated with the
memorandum instances.
The second mapping expression file was used to instantiate the 25,000
memorandum documents into the RDS ontology. These custom written expressions
created the 25,000 instances in the RDS ontology and also assigned the associated
properties. The second set of custom expressions was written as follows:
Recipient
Start Column:
E
End Column:
E
Start Row:
2
End Row:
25001
Individual: @D*(rdf:ID Memorandum)
Facts: hasRecipient @E*(rdf:ID Employee)
Project
Start Column:
End Column:
Start Row:
End Row:

G
G
2
25001
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Individual: @D*(rdf:ID Memorandum)
Facts: hasProject @G*(rdf:ID Project)
Author
Start Column:
F
End Column:
F
Start Row:
2
End Row:
25001
Individual: @D*(rdf:ID Memorandum)
Facts: hasAuthor @F*(rdf:ID Employee)
Memorandum
Start Column:
A
End Column:
H
Start Row:
2
End Row:
25001
Individual: @D*(rdf:ID Memorandum)
Facts: hasOriginalFile @A*, hasSubject @B*, hasCreationDate @C*, hasMemoNumber @D*,
hasNewFile @H*

After the origin spreadsheet was loaded and the two mapping expression files
were written, each mapping expression file was loaded and run separately in the
MappingMaster plug-in. Upon the completion of running both mapping expression files,
the RDS ontology was fully instantiated with the memorandum document information.
This completed the task of mapping the knowledge stored in the MS Excel index to the
custom RDS ontology, thus exposing the memorandum information to the semantic
reasoning and inferencing abilities of the ontology.

4.2.4 Configuration of Secure User Front-End: Semantic Media Wiki SMW+
To address the final three requirements, robustness of file-type support, security,
and addressing the end user, further extension of the e-Design Framework was necessary.
This task included the configuration, specialization and instantiation of a semantic media
wiki, SMW+.

This section discusses the abilities made available through this

configuration. An updated figure, Figure 17, shows the configured front end as the
method for addressing the final three requirements.
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Figure 17 - Requirements with Methods 1, 2 and 3

Our team was initially directed towards semantic wikis due to their growing
popularity in the realm of knowledge management [50-54]. Semantic wikis have been
shown to enhance the abilities of regular wikis. Regular wikis were created to allow for
quick and easy methods to collaboratively create and edit web pages. These wikis have
the abilities to enforce access control, manage data, and manage version control, but lack
the capability to preserve the structure and meaning of data and content. Semantic wikis
are extensions of regular wikis that allow for ways to formally represent and annotate the
content contained within the wiki pages. This ability has caused the increase in research,
development, and anticipated used of semantic wikis for knowledge management tasks.
Semantic wikis have been built upon preexisting wiki engines that have already
demonstrated important abilities such as stability and robustness [50, 52, 53]. Two main
approaches for the development of semantic wikis have been identified by Buffa et al.
[52].

These two approaches are ‘the use of wikis for ontologies’ and ‘the use of

ontologies for wikis.’ Most research, as well as our project, falls into the category of
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using wikis for ontologies. As previously presented, one current limitation causing the
lack of ontology adoption within industry is the lack of an intuitive and usable userinterface. The use of wikis for ontologies is meant to address this need.
Regular wikis are extended with formalized knowledge representation to add
semantic structure to the content in the wiki pages. Semantic wikis have been shown to
improve content navigation as well as allow for use by less experienced users. The userinterface, content navigation, and content search techniques are familiar and intuitive to
untrained end users. The attention semantic wikis have obtained from developers and
researchers, along with the knowledge management benefits anticipated for these
systems, provided our team with the necessary rationale to utilize these emerging
semantic technologies.
SMW+ was identified as the most appropriate platform for the prototype example
of industry implementation due to its commercial readiness, commercial and community
support, and versatility. One benefit of a semantic framework is the ability to store
multiple information types, such as floats, strings, and objects. Although ontologies
allow for considerable robustness, file type limitations are ultimately determined by the
implemented software application. SMW+ allowed for a large amount of possible file
support, which includes document files (i.e. .doc, .pps, .ppt, .xls, and .pdf), image files
(i.e. .gif, .jpeg, and .png), audio files (i.e. .ac3, .mp3, and .ogg) and video files (i.e. .avi,
.mov, .mpeg, and .wmv) [41]. Due to the requirements of our case study with Raytheon,
the SMW+ application was configured to accommodate the large number of
memorandum documents in PDF format. The broad range of SMW+ file support allowed
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for other file formats to be included in future use of the system and unlimited access to
documents located on one central database.
Our team has conducted research regarding different methods to control
knowledge access through the allocation of permissions to portions of a semantic
knowledge base [55]. Beyond this, however, ontologies themselves do not currently
offer any security advantages or disadvantages.

Security abilities are dependent on

individual software applications. The configured semantic wiki, SMW+, had security
protocols built into an access control extension. This extension allowed for content
restrictions for sensitive and confidential information [41].

Security was controlled

through log-in names, passwords, and separate allowances for information that allow for
restricted access to certain employees and upper management. This level of security
allowed for the safe accessibility of the legacy knowledge and memorandum documents.
Currently, most ontology interaction is done within ontology development tools
such as Protégé and Swoop.

These tools are valuable during the creation and

development of ontologies, but require a steep learning curve to become familiar with the
tool’s interface and abilities.

To allow for a successful adoption of ontological

frameworks into industrial processes, it was necessary to account for the end-user. In the
study with Raytheon, the end-users of the system were mainly engineers and managers.
The user interface needed to be familiar and intuitive to allow for a seamless adoption
into the daily practices of company employees.
To meet this interface need, the SMW+ wiki skin, or interface, was custom chosen
to present a familiar Wikipedia1 type interface. The wiki homepage with this custom

1

http://www.wikipedia.org
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interface is shown in Figure 18..

This skin included individual pages for each

memorandum instance, project, and employee.

Figure 18 - Configured SMW+ Main Page
Each page contained
ntained links to the wiki homepage, search tools, other related
documents, and the actual memorandum document. These links provided one-click
one
navigation between the relevant information and documents. The system was configured
to allow for three main str
strategies
ategies to search the document repository.

These three

methods, seen in the left toolbar column in Figure 18,, were searching the index by Memo
Number, by Author/Recipient name, and by Program name. When each of these links
was selected, a page was dedica
dedicated
ted to an alphabetic list of memo numbers, employee
names, and program names, respectively. From these pages, individual memorandum
instances, employee instances or program instances could be selected and reviewed
further.
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The ability to upload and down
download
load files was also a familiar task. Similar to
many other applications, the configured SMW+ had simple graphic user interfaces to
guide the user through the upload and download processes.

A user had to simply

navigate to the page of a desired memorandum and then click the file name link on that
page. An example of this is shown in Figure 19.. Clicking on this link opened the PDF
version of the memorandum file for the user to read and save, if desired. With a
recognizable interface, the configured SMW+ allowed for easy adoption into current
company practices.

Figure 19 - SMW+ Document Download Page

In order to fully use the SMW+ wiki and determine its semantic capabilities, it
was first necessary to load the RDS ontology into the SMW+ system and instantiate the
wiki with the memorandum instances. To load the RDS ontology into the wiki, the first
step was to export the ontology as an .owl file from Protégé.. A short example of the
RDS ontology in .owl format is shown in Appendix C.
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This RDS ontology example only contained four memorandum instances. The
complete RDS ontology contained the full 25,000 instances. Once exported, the RDS
.owl file was then moved to the main directory of SMW+. Next, commands were used to
import the RDS .owl file into the SMW+ system with use of the Deployment Framework
extension.

SMW+ used the .owl file to create categories (classes), subcategories

(subclasses), instances, and properties. The wiki allowed for the ontology to be viewed
in the special Ontology Browser page. The Ontology Browser for the sample RDS
ontology is shown in Figure 20. The tag for the ontology in this example was slightly
different due to the input into the SMW+ browser. For this figure, the tag for the RDS
ontology was RSO.

Figure 20 – Instantiated SMW+ Ontology Browser

As seen in Figure 20, the semantic wiki successfully adopted the class and
subclass structure from the RDS .owl file.

The SMW+ platform also successfully

instantiated the ontology with the memorandum, people, and program instances and
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properties. In Figure 20, the category tree is seen in the blue box. The sample instances
related to the document class are shown in the pink box. Finally, the property types and
property values associated with the RSO:Test01 memorandum are shown in the orange
box. From this ontology browser, the wiki system operator was able to view, edit, add,
and delete classes, subclasses, instances and properties. Although not fully tested, the
semantic wiki also had the advanced ability to utilize inferencing and reasoning
capabilities made possible by a JENA reasoner extension.
The semantic wiki has been shown to provide security advantages, an intuitive
user interface, and file type support while utilizing the semantic structure of an ontology.
End users of this system should be able to benefit from the easy navigation, searching and
viewing of the memorandum database, without being required to interact with the
semantic back-end of the system. These full benefits will be surveyed and tested upon
limited deployments of the semantic wiki within Raytheon.
Loading the entire e-Design Framework into the SMW+ platform would allow for
the ability to search and interact with documents and knowledge extended further than
memorandum PDF documents. Design decisions, analysis models, and optimization
techniques would also be connected and accessible. Each new concept added to the
semantic wiki would be created as an additional page, adding further scalability to the
system. The semantic wiki system has the potential to be the front-end platform for a
company’s entire repository of design knowledge.
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CHAPTER 5
RESEARCH SUMMARY
Currently, there is a gap between the development and creation of semantic
technology and advanced knowledge management frameworks and their associated
implementation within industry. Our team has identified five main industry requirements
which we believe should be addressed in order to allow for the successful industrial
implementation of these systems. The five requirements are the incorporation of legacy
information, the ease of adoption, the robustness of file-type support, security, and
addressing the end-user. The failure to address these requirements has led to the limited
adoption of semantic knowledge frameworks within industry.
Through a collaborative study with Raytheon, our team has developed an
implementation process proposed to meet these requirements as well as allow for future
scalability to meet extended knowledge management needs.

Three methods were

proposed to meet the five industry requirements. These methods were the development
of a custom knowledge mining tool MemoExtractor, the customized extension of the eDesign Framework, and the employment of a custom configured semantic wiki SMW+.
A modified version of Figure 11, showing how our team addressed all five of the industry
requirements through our case study process, can be seen in Figure 21.
Our MemoExtractor software tool, shown within the green box in Figure 21, has
processed over 12,000 Raytheon memorandum documents with an 80% success rate.
These memorandum documents have been instantiated in a created Microsoft Excel
index. The MemoExtractor software tool also resaved the documents under a new,
standard convention specified by Raytheon.
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Figure 21 - Overall Implementation Process with Identified Requirements

Custom mapping expressions were created to populate a Raytheon Document
Support extension to the e-Design Framework. These steps are shown within the orange
box in Figure 21. The instantiation of the RDS ontology allowed for our team to utilize
the memorandum knowledge while taking full advantage of the inferencing and
reasoning abilities of the OWL ontology. The customized RDS ontology allowed for our
team to address the need for ease of adoption of our semantic techniques.
Finally, a semantic wiki- SMW+- was custom configured to meet the final three
industry requirements. This step can be seen within the blue box in Figure 21. This
familiar user-interface and semantic platform allowed for a large amount of file-type
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support and controlled access security. The semantic wiki will be used as an interface to
allow Raytheon engineers to interact with the digital memorandum document database.
The platform uses the populated RDS ontology as its semantic backend to utilize the
custom properties and relationships.
Our collaborative study with Raytheon has not only provided a proposed
industrial implementation process to meet several identified knowledge management
system needs but has also demonstrated a successful adoption of semantic technology
within industry. We expect this research to increase the support and amount of adoption
of semantic technology within the industrial setting.
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE WORK
To allow for the full deployment of the developed semantic system and SMW+
platform within Raytheon, it is essential to first conduct limited deployments of the
system within select departments of the Mechanical Engineering directorate. Limited
deployments of the semantic wiki front-end will allow for testing of the overall abilities
and adoption success of the system. These deployments will also allow our team to
conduct surveys of the end users to obtain their assessments of the system.
Various aspects of the configured SMW+ platform will be measured to determine
the actual level of difference the new system has made. Among these aspects is the
amount of time the system saves. There are two main time considerations to understand.
The first time consideration is the amount of time associated with any necessary training
and learning of the new system. With the familiar, user-friendly front-end interface, the
time associated with training and learning is anticipated to be small. Secondly, the
system will improve the time taken by employees to access desired information and
documents.

With the determination of access time improvement and measurements of

the amount of wiki use by company engineers, an actual percentage value can be
calculated to establish the worth of this transition to new technology.
Limited deployment studies will provide real evidence to show how seamless the
transition from current databases to semantic technology can be. It is expected that
positive results for these metrics will provide encouragement and justification to the
adoption of new semantic techniques and technology within industry. These results will
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also be the key to the future steps of full directorate and company deployment of the
system.
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APPENDIX A
ANSYS® EKM VERSION COMPARISON AND DETAILS REPORTS

Table 2 - ANSYS® EKM Version Comparison (Modified from ANSYS® EKM 2.0
Release [7])
Feature
Repository Location
User Scalability
Simulation data
management feature
scalability
Keyword Search
Change management,
revision control, version
control
Process management (the
creation and publishing of
simulation workflows)
Simulation collaboration
using ANSYS EKM
software as a web portal
for publishing applications
Configuration/extension of
metadata extraction and
support for third-party
simulation codes and other
file formats
Bidirectional integration
with commercial
PLM/PDM systems

ANSYS EKM Desktop
Local Machine
Single User
Basic

ANSYS EKM Workgroup
Central Server
10- or 15-user configurations
Extended

ANSYS EKM Enterprise
Central Server
Unlimited multiple users
Unlimited

File name-based search
available
No

File name-and-content-based
search available
Yes

File name-and-contentbased search available
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
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Figure 22 - Mechanical Database Simulation Details Report
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Figure 23 - Result File Simulation Details Report
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APPENDIX B
MEMOEXTRACTOR SOFTWARE TOOL INSTALLATION AND USER GUIDE

MemoExtractor
Software Tool
Installation and User Guide

University of Massachusetts Amherst
Jay Breindel, John Altidor, Drs. Sundar Krishnamurty, Ian Grosse, and Jack Wileden
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About the Software
The MemoExtractor application was developed by the NSF Center for e-Design to
automatically mine and store categorical information from memorandum cover pages.
The code for the software tool was developed in the Python language. With the
appropriate Python compiler, the application can be run in any operating system. This
user manual details the installation, preparation and usage steps to run the program on a
Windows operating system.
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1.

Installation of MemoExtractor Software Tool

To install the MemoExtractor program, there are three main
ain steps that need to be taken.
These steps will be described in more detail in subsequent sections:
1.1) Load the file, MemoExtractor, onto the local machine.
1.2) Download a Python compiler onto the local machine
machine.
1.3) Set the local machine’s PATH environment variable to the locations of the
MemoExtractor code and Python compiler.
Load the MemoExtractor Code
The MemoExtractor code should be downloaded onto the local machine where desired.
The path of the folder containing MemoExtractor.py file must be specified
specifie to set the
PATH environment variable appropriately. This is shown in Figure 24 where the path of
the folder containing MemoExtractory.py is highlighted in yellow.

Figure 24 - MemoExtractor Code Location
Download the Python Compiler
Although any Python compiler should be effective, it is recommended that the user
download Python version 2.6.5 because MemoExtractor has been tested with this version.
89

This can be done by downloading the Python 2.6.5 Windows Installe
Installerr from the Python
download website (http://www.python.org/download/
http://www.python.org/download/).
). When completed, the download
will create a specific folder containing the necessary compiler and associated files. Once
again, the path of the Python compiler folder must be specified to set the PATH
environment variable appropriately. Figure 225 shows the path of the Python installation
folder.

Figure 25 - Python Compiler Location

Set the Environment Path Variable to Locate the Code and Compiler
To run the MemoExtractor application, the local machine’s PATH environment variable
must be directed to the location of the MemoExtractor code and Python compiler.
i) Right click on ‘My Computer’ aand select ‘Properties’ (Figure 26))
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Figure 26 - System Properties
ii) In the ‘System Properties’ window, choose the ‘Advanced’ tab and click the
‘Environment
ment Variables’ button (Figure 27
27)

Figure 27 - System Properties Advanced Tab

iii) In the ‘Environment Variables’ window, click the ‘New’ button under the user
variable category to crea
create a new user variable (Figure 28)
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Figure 28 - Environmental Variables

29),
), enter PATH as the ‘Variable Name’. Copy
iv) For the new user variable (Figure 29
and paste the previously mentioned location of the Python compiler in the ‘Variable
Value’ category followed by a semicolon. Follow this by copying and pasting the
previously mentioned location of the MemoExtractor code. The ‘Variable Value’
should then consist of the two file locations separated by a semicolon. When
Whe
finished, click ‘OK’ (Figure 29
29).
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Figure 29 - New User Variable

new ‘PATH’ user variable (Figure 30).
). Click ‘OK’ on each
v) There will now be a ne
window until the ‘System Properties’ window is closed out. The MemoExtractor
application is now successfully installed.
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Figure 30 - Edited Environmental Variables

1. Preparation of Memo Documents for Software Tool Use
To successfully run the MemoExtractor program, any PDF file that is scanned into a
digital format must be prepared with an optical character recognition (OCR) process and
exported to a plain text format. Adobe Acrobat must be used fo
forr the plain text export and
it can also be used to run the OCR process as well. The steps for document preparation
differ for documents that are scanned without OCR and documents that have previously
been run with an OCR process. Determine whether or nnot
ot the batch of PDF files to be
executed by the software has been run with an OCR process, and then perform the
following steps accordingly.
2.1)

Preparing Plain Scan Documents (No OCR Process)

2.2)

Preparing Scan Documents with Previous OCR
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To start the process, group all of the desir
desired
ed files in one folder (Figure 31).
31

Figure 31 - Collection of Files in File Directory

Preparing Plain Scan Documents (No OCR Process)
i) After opening Adobe Acrobat, select ‘Document’ from the top task bar. Next,
select ‘OCR Text Recognition’ from the drop
drop-down
down menu, followed by ‘Recognize
Text in Multiple
iple Files Using OCR…’ (Figure 32
32).
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Figure 32

- Using OCR on Multiple Files

ii) Select the ‘Add Files’ button and choose ‘Add Files’
les’ or ‘Add Folders’ (Figure
33).

Figure 33 - Adding Files for OCR
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iii) Browse for and select the desired files or folders. Once selected, the desired files
willl populate the window (Figure 34
34). Click ‘OK’ to proceed.

Figure 34 - Files Ready for OCR

iv) In the ‘Output Options’ window, select the balloon for the option ‘Add to original
file names’. Enter TEXT in the ‘Insert Before’ box and deselect the option to
‘Overwrite existing file
files’.
s’. Next, select the balloon for the option ‘Export File(s) to
Alternate Format’ and choose ‘Text (Plain)’ from drop
drop-down
down menu. Click ‘OK to
proceed (Figure 35).
Note: The TEXT addition is an identifier that the application uses to relate the
exported text
ext files to the original PDF files
files.
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Figure 35 - OCR Output Options

v) In the ‘Recognize Text – Settings’ window, verify that the options are ‘English
(US)’, ‘Searchable Image’ and ‘Lowest (600 dpi)’ (Figure 36).
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Figure 36 - OCR Settings
vi) Click ‘OK’ and the program will now complete the OCR and text exportation
tasks for the
he selected documents (Figure 37
37).

Figure 37 - PDF and Text File Directory
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Preparing Scan Documents with Previous OCR
i) After opening Adobe Acrobat, select ‘File’ from the top task bar. Next, select
‘Export’ from the drop
drop-down
down menu, followed by ‘Export Multiple Files’ (Figure 38).

Figure 38 - Exporting Multiple Files
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ii) Select the ‘Add Files’ button and choose ‘Add Files’ or ‘Add Folders’ (Figure 39).

Figure 39 - Adding Files for Export
iii) Browse for and select the desired files or folders. Once selected, the desired files will
populate the window
ndow (Figure 40). Click ‘OK’ to proceed.

Figure 40 - Files Ready for Export
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iv) In the ‘Output Options’ window, select the balloon for the option ‘Add to original file
names’. Enter TEXT in the ‘Insert Before’ box and deselect the ooption
ption to ‘Overwrite
existing files’. Next, select the arrow for the option ‘Export to’ and choose ‘Text
(Plain)’ from drop-down
down menu. Click ‘OK to proceed (Figure 41).
Note: The TEXT addition is an identifier that the application uses to relate the
exported
rted text files to the original PDF files
files.

Figure 41 - Export Output Options
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v) The program will now complete the text exportation task for the selected documents
(Figure 42).

Figure 42 - PDF and Text File Directory

2. Using the Software Tool
Once the MemoExtractor software tool and Python compiler are installed on the local
machine and the documents are prepared for extraction, the MemoExtractor program is
ready to be run. MemoExtra
MemoExtractor is a command-line
line application. Command-line
Command
applications are run from the command prompt. The following steps explain how to run
MemoExtractor from the command
command-prompt.
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i) In the desktop ‘Start’ menu select the ‘Run’ option (Figure 43).

Figure 43 - Windows Start Menu

ii) In the ‘Run’ window, type cmd and select ‘OK’ (Figure 44).

Figure 44 - Running Command Prompt
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iii) This action will open the computer’s command prompt (Figure 45).
45

Figure 45 - Command Prompt
iv) To understand the necessary command to type, first type MemoExtractor.py on
the command line and hit enter. The usage will now appear showing that the correct
command to type is MemoExtractor.py <txt file or dir
directory>
ectory> <csv outfile> (Figure
46).
Note: When typing the command it is necessary to put spaces between the code name,
the text file directory name, and the csv outfile path and name.

Figure 46 - MemoExtractor Usage

v) To type this command, the text file or directory location is needed. This is the
location of the folder that contains all of the necessary files (Figure 47, directory
location highlighted in blue
blue).
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Figure 47 - File Directory Location
vi) Back in the command prompt, type MemoExtractor.py followed by a space. Next
copy and paste the file directory path into the command prompt, followed once again
by a space. Finally, type the desired path and name of the output file followed by
“.csv”.
”.
(Ex.
C:
C:\Documents
and
Settings\Jay\Desktop
Desktop\Demonstration
Files\Demonstration.csv).
Demonstration.csv). (Figure 48).
Note: If there are spaces in the file directory name or desired output file name, they
must be surrounded by quotations (“…”) in the command line. See example
exam
in
Figure 48.

Figure 48 - MemoExtractor Command
vii) When the command is successfully typed, hit enter and the application will run
the extraction process. When the extraction process is complete, the command
prompt will list the successfully processed file names (Figure 49).
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Figure 49 - Successful MemoExtractor Run
viii)

After a successful run, the .csv file specified by the second file path in the
MemoExtracter.py command will have been created (Figure 50). If no folder
of the .csv file was specified in the path, it will have been created in the
Documents and Settings of the users account under the specified name.

Figure 50 - Created and Populated .csv File in Specified File Path
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ix)

The .csv file will organiz
organizee the information into columns (original file, subject,
date, memo number, etc.) The file names in the original file directory have
also been changed and resaved under a new file convention.
Note: The categories and resaving convention can be specified to
t fit
individual needs.

Figure 51 - Populated .csv File
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3. MemoExtractor Software Tool Summary
The MemoExtractor application can easily and quickly mine and store valuable
categorical information from memorandum cover pages. The categorical information
obtained from the cover pages can be used to structure and classify the memo documents
to allow for the reuse of the information contained in the documents. The application
also has the ability to resave the digital versions of memorandums in a consistent format
to allow further advancements in classification and reuse.
The development of the MemoExtractor software tool was made possible by funding
from the National Science Foundation (NSF) Center for e-Design. The NSF Center for eDesign serves as a national center of excellence in information technology (IT) - enabled
design realization of discrete manufactured products. It operates based on the notion that
information is the lifeblood of an enterprise and that collaboration is what seamlessly
integrates the design, development, testing manufacturing, and servicing of products
around the world. The Center for e-Design serves as a revolutionary integration
environment with the goal to research, develop, and test technologies that enable the
evolution of a collaborative and interoperable service-oriented design paradigm.
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APPENDIX C
OWL FORMAT OF RDS ONTOLOGY
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/prot
ege#"
xmlns:xsp="http://www.owlontologies.com/2005/08/07/xsp.owl#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:swrl="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"
xmlns:swrlb="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/SMW_Test.owl#"
xml:base="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/SMW_Test.owl">
<owl:Ontology rdf:about=""/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Document"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="People"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Memorandum">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Document"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Employee">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#People"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Project"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasRecipient">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Memorandum"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#People"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasAuthor">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Memorandum"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#People"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasProject">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Project"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Memorandum"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasCreationDate">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Document"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
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<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasRelatedMemo">
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain>
<owl:Class>
<owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
<owl:Class rdf:about="#People"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Project"/>
</owl:unionOf>
</owl:Class>
</rdfs:domain>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasOriginalFile">
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Memorandum"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasName">
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#People"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasNewFile">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Memorandum"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasSubject">
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Document"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasMemoNumber"/>
<Memorandum rdf:ID="Test04">
<hasAuthor>
<Employee rdf:ID="Ian_Grosse">
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test02_Test memo for Beta
Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo>
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test04_Test_memo_for_Delta_Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo
>
<hasName
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
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>Ian_Grosse</hasName>
</Employee>
</hasAuthor>
<hasOriginalFile
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>C:\Documents and Settings\eDesign\My
Documents\TEXTSample4.txt</hasOriginalFile>
<hasRecipient>
<Employee rdf:ID="Jay_Breindel">
<hasName
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Jay_Breindel</hasName>
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test02_Test memo for Beta
Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo>
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test01_Test memo for Alpha
Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo>
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test04_Test_memo_for_Delta_Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo
>
</Employee>
</hasRecipient>
<hasCreationDate
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>7/17/11</hasCreationDate>
<hasSubject
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Test memo for Delta Project</hasSubject>
<hasNewFile
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test04_Test_memo_for_Delta_Project.pdf</hasNewFile>
<hasProject>
<Project rdf:ID="Delta">
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test03_Test memo for Gamma
Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo>
</Project>
</hasProject>
<hasMemoNumber
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
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>Test04</hasMemoNumber>
</Memorandum>
<Memorandum rdf:ID="Test01">
<hasMemoNumber
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Test01</hasMemoNumber>
<hasSubject
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Test memo for the Alpha Project</hasSubject>
<hasAuthor rdf:resource="#Jay_Breindel"/>
<hasProject>
<Project rdf:ID="Alpha">
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test01_Test memo for Alpha
Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo>
</Project>
</hasProject>
<hasCreationDate
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>6/16/10</hasCreationDate>
<hasOriginalFile
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>C:\Documents and Settings\eDesign\My
Documents\TEXTSample1.txt</hasOriginalFile>
<hasRecipient>
<Employee rdf:ID="Sundar_Krishnamurty">
<hasName
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Sundar_Krishnamurty</hasName>
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test01_Test memo for Alpha
Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo>
</Employee>
</hasRecipient>
<hasNewFile
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test01_Test memo for Alpha
Project.pdf</hasNewFile>
</Memorandum>
<Memorandum rdf:ID="Test03">
<hasOriginalFile
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>C:\Documents and Settings\eDesign\My
Documents\TEXTSample3.txt</hasOriginalFile>
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<hasNewFile
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test03_Test memo for Gamma
Project.pdf</hasNewFile>
<hasRecipient>
<Employee rdf:ID="Jack_Wileden">
<hasName
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Jack_Wileden</hasName>
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test03_Test memo for Gamma
Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo>
</Employee>
</hasRecipient>
<hasCreationDate
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>1/15/11</hasCreationDate>
<hasSubject
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Test memo for Gamma Project</hasSubject>
<hasMemoNumber
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Test03</hasMemoNumber>
<hasAuthor>
<Employee rdf:ID="John_Altidor">
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test03_Test memo for Gamma
Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo>
<hasName
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>John_Altidor</hasName>
</Employee>
</hasAuthor>
<hasProject>
<Project rdf:ID="Gamma">
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test04_Test_memo_for_Delta_Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo
>
</Project>
</hasProject>
</Memorandum>
<Memorandum rdf:ID="Test02">
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<hasNewFile
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Test02_Test memo for Beta Project.pdf</hasNewFile>
<hasCreationDate
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>6/16/10</hasCreationDate>
<hasMemoNumber
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Test02</hasMemoNumber>
<hasAuthor rdf:resource="#Jay_Breindel"/>
<hasProject>
<Project rdf:ID="Beta">
<hasRelatedMemo
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Pdf:Test02_Test memo for Beta
Project.pdf</hasRelatedMemo>
</Project>
</hasProject>
<hasRecipient rdf:resource="#Ian_Grosse"/>
<hasOriginalFile
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>C:\Documents and Settings\eDesign\My
Documents\TEXTSample2.txt</hasOriginalFile>
<hasSubject
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Test memo for the Beta Project</hasSubject>
</Memorandum>
</rdf:RDF>
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